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Newly refurbished lab symbolizes new research areas at the Center.
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2000-2001 Annual Report
Oregon State University

Hatfield Marine Science Center
Director's Message
Lavern Weber, Director

Another year has gone by and, as usual, it has been
filled with new events and happenings. Late in
February, while Jim Good, Professor of Oceanogra-
phy, was giving a workshop on tsunamis and earth-
quakes, there was a significant earthquake! This
certainly brought the point home about safety and
evacuation for the HMSC. Sea Grant had a national
review and a portion of the review was done at the
Center. It was always nice to see that what we know
to be a fine program confirmed by a national review
committee. On the aesthetics side, the local Master
Gardeners are beautifying our Visitor Center en-
trance with plants and garden material. There is
also new artwork in the Guin Library.

I am pleased to report that the Center has made
some significant steps forward. We have a whole
new staff in the Business Office, with Beulah Davis
coming from Forestry to head the office and Debi
Furay coming to do support work. With all the
changes, such as major new grants for operations
and maintenance, they have done double duty, with
a steep learning curve and extra work. The Coastal
Oregon Marine Experiment Station (COMES) re-
ceived authorization for and hired two tenure-track
positions: Michael Banks in population genetics and
Ian Fleming in marine fisheries ecology. In addition,
we have received funding for a seafood microbiolo-
gist at the Astoria Seafood Lab and have also refilled
Haejung An's position with Dr. Yeh Chung Tsu. Jae
Park continues to have very successful Surimi
School programs in the U.S. and abroad. Superin-
tendent Gil Sylvia has been doing an excellent job

providing leadership for COMES. COMES and the
entire Center has been saddened by the loss of our
very dear friend and ally, Captain R. BarryFisher.
His support and guidance are strongly missed.

Through the leadership of Clare Reimers, Director of
the Cooperative Institute for Marine Resources
Studies, we have had a large increase in cooperative
programs with National Marine Fisheries Service
and the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory,
expanding our OSU-federal partnerships. Addi-
tional staff have been hired to work on these pro-
grams. Along with those partnerships, the HMSC is
hosting the National Association of Marine Labora-
tories fall meeting here in October, as a follow-up of
hosting the Executive Board meeting in Washington
DC last February, with over 110 marine labs nation-
wide.

Our education programs continue with very satisfac-
tory reports from the students. This year we have
again been able to provide over $100,000 in graduate
student scholarships and fellowships. Most of these
funds come from the Mamie Markham Endowment.
It appears that information technology/distance
education is having an impact, particularly on the
M.S. in Science Education offered in the summer.
Several courses have been cancelled due to low
enrollment and we believe that the teachers are
picking up their required credits through the Web.
This will challenge us to develop our own Internet
courses. Our public education program, supported
by Sea Grant, is doing very well. This summer, as
we did last summer, we will have the New Millen-
nium Observatory (NeMO) real-time broadcasts
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twice a day in the Visitor Center. Our attendance
has slowly been growing, with a average of 1500
more visitors each month than last year.

The Marine Mammal Endowment Program is also
doing very well. Through improved technology, the
satellite tags are yielding more information for
longer periods on whale migration and behavior.

The physical plant has undergone a number of
small, but important improvements. We are in the
process of remodeling labs for Banks and Fleming.
In addition, we have major upgrades in the seawater
system, with new centralized filtration, reduced
sharp angles in pipes and additional precautions for
our quarantine facility. As part of improving our
back-up electrical power, we have relocated our
generators to give us better control over emergency
power usage and containment of any fuel spills. We
have also remodeled the old library in the Education
Building into a computer lab, a small classroom, and
our computer technician's work room/office. Our
remodeling is, however, becoming more difficult
with the restrictions imposed on us by Facilities
Services on the main campus. A new addition to

South Beach is installation of natural gas on the
south side of the bay by Northwest Natural Gas.
With projected increases in electrical power, this
gives us the flexibility for energy savings.

On a personal note, I will be retiring after nearly 25
years as Director of the HMSC. I will officially retire
January 1, 2002, and the search committee is in the
process of identifying my replacement. OSU has
been very good to me, provided me with lots of
learning experiences and a great job in a great
community. I have had the privilege of watching a
lot of growth and change, and no two days were
ever quite the same. When I arrived on April 15,
1977, there were approximately 50 people at the
Center, including OSU, EPA and ODFW staffers.
We now have over 300 people from a large number
of cooperating agencies.

I want to thank the many people who have helped
mefrom U.S. Senators, to university presidents,
deans, faculty and staff. I wish my successor as
good a time as I have had!

Extension Sea Grant
Visitor Center
Jon Luke, Manager

May of 2001 marks the fifth year of operation for the
Hatfield Marine Science Visitor Center since the
remodel and adoption of its new interpretive theme
"Searching for Patterns in a Complex World." The
Visitor Center has a rich history dating back to 1965
when the aquarium first opened to the public. The
following are highlights:

In 1967, aquarium programs came under the
direction of Oregon Sea Grant.
By 1988, three Marine Education Specialists had
been hired: one to create public education
programs, the second to develop programs
directed at schools and teacher training, and the
third to manage the aquarium.
In 1988, HMSC assumed full administrative and

program responsibilities from Oregon Sea Grant.
In 1994, HMSC received a $500,000 planning
grant from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) to remodel the HMSC
Public Aquarium.
In 1995, HMSC received a $4.5 million remodel-
ing grant from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) for its first major
renovation in 30 years. May 1995, the HMSC
Public Aquarium closed its doors for remodel-
ing, both physically and conceptually.
May 17, 1997, the new Visitor Center opened to
the public and held its grand reopening.
November 1997, Oregon Sea Grant assumed
programmatic responsibility for the Visitor
Center.
May 1998, the Visitor Center is dedicated as a
Coastal Ecosystem Learning Center by Coastal
America.

To add to this list of benchmarks the Hatfield Ma-
rine Science Center's marine education programs
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were recognized for excellence and leadership by
National Sea Grant. The National Sea Grant's
Program Assessment Team (PAT) was impressed
with the Visitor Center and the fact that Oregon Sea
Grant is the only national program to assume com-
plete administrative responsibility for such a center.
The HMSC visit was one portion of a weeklong
review of the entire Oregon Sea Grant program
which received a rating of "Excellent" in all evalua-
tion categories. One of the highlights from the PAT
review was a presentation by Visitor Center volun-
teer Van Vanderbeck representing the volunteers
and the important educational contributions they
make to the program.

We are fortunate to have the generous support of so
many volunteers who help make this place function.
There are over 80 volunteers who logged nearly 7100
hours for this year, which is the equivalent of almost
4 full-time employees. They have also logged over
28,000 hours since we reopened in 1997. They also
make a considerable travel commitment just to get
here to do the valuable work and service they pro-
vide the visitors. Several volunteers come from
Lincoln City, Corvallis, and as far away as Salem.
The total miles that our volunteers have logged this
year alone is 55,724 with over 228,000 miles since
1997. The volunteers greeted over 132,000 visitors
this year, introduced films to more than 33,000
viewers, and provided hour-long guided interpre-
tive tours of the Yaquina Bay Estuary and the New-
port fishing fleet to over 1000 people. Our volun-
teers have enriched the lives of many HMSC visitors
as well as staff.

The Visitor Center is committed to providing a
variety of informal education programs. This year
we hosted Salmon Saturdays, Octopus Day, Fossil
Festival, and Coastal Hazards. New demonstration-
style presentations have also been developed and
will be offered to summer visitors expanding our
visitor services and educational opportunities.

This year was the second season that we offered the
near real-time research presentation in cooperation
with the NOAA Vents program and the New Millen-
nium Observatory. Through the success of a grant
submitted to NSF we will continue this program for
the summer of 2001 and in addition begin planning
for a new exhibit component to our research gallery.

Planning for another new exhibit is underway. This
new exhibit in the microscopic scale area of the

research gallery will focus on invasive species, with
an emphasis on microorganism transport from
ballast water. The exhibit will also address other
educational aspects and research being conducted in
this important and emerging area.

The Visitor Center will be more visible this year,
with a more uniform look to our promotional mate-
rials. We launched a new web site (http://
hmsc.orst.edu/visitor) so people can learn more
about our program offerings. We developed two
new brochures. Our new marketing brochure is
being distributed throughout the state at ten wel-
come centers, among other locations, and we have a
new Gallery Guide for people to guide them
through the exhibit gallery during their visit. We
also have a new bookmark that people can take
home and share with friends and families that lists
our web address. We also installed new signs
leading to the Visitor Center entrance. In addition,
new signs were developed jointly with the Oregon
Coast Aquarium and the Port of Newport for the
South Beach area. The purpose of the signs is three-
fold: to promote South Beach as a visitor destination
with a good mix of activities that are connected and
complimentary; to enhance the aesthetics by provid-
ing theme, size and color coordination, lessening
sign clutter; and perhaps most importantly to help
visitors navigate through the area, promoting safer
driving and less visitor confusion and frustration.

Ken Hilderbrand - Seafood Processing

After four years of service, Ken Hilderbrand's work
with the Seafood HACCP Alliance for Education
and Training ended this spring. The Alliance wrote a
HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point)
training manual, then conducted training for the
U.S. seafood industry which is now virtually 100%
in compliance with the Food and Drug
Administration's mandatory "Safe and Sanitary
Seafood" regulations implemented on December
1997. Some of Hilderbrand's other projects have
involved getting his seafood safety publications
online. In February and March of 2001 almost 1,500
copies of his seafood-related publications were
downloaded from the OSU Sea Grant Web site.
Seven of his publications made the top 20 download
list and one, "Quick Determination of Water Phase
Salt in Smoked Fish", was at the top of the list both
months. You can access Hilderbrand's publications
from
http: / / seagrant.orst.edu /extension / sea food.html
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Vicki Osis: Marine Education Specialist

The marine education program delivers marine
science programs to teachers and youth. The pro-
grams are based at the Hatfield Marine Science
Center and offer teacher workshops and graduate
level courses that may be applied to an MS in Sci-
ence Education. Youth programs include day camps
and school field trip programs to the center.

The National Science Foundation Geosciences
Division funded a $53,000 fifteen-month project to
develop high school web-based curricula materials
that presents the new discoveries on the Juan de
Fuca Plate and the current deep-sea research
projects. This is a joint project between Sea Grant
and the NOAA Vents program.

The HMSC Youth field trip program grew again this
year from 10,500 students to over 11,000 students
served. These programs provide 2-3 hours of hands-
on instruction for each visiting student. The Girl
Scout program served a thousand scouts in 1999-
2000 and is still growing.

Two private foundation grants were secured to
support marine education programming. The Holt
Foundation funded a stipend to support a spring
intern to assist with school groups. The Jackson
Hole Community Fund supported a summer intern.
The summer intern worked jointly with Yaquina
Head (Bureau of Land Management) and Sea Grant
Marine Education. Summer family programs in-
cluded recreational activities such as fishing and
crabbing. A variety of topics on marine coastal flora
and fauna were presented in our laboratories.
Nearly two hundred fifty visitors to the Center
participated in these programs to gain an apprecia-
tion for the resources of the coast and Yaquina Bay .

Eighteen teachers received a week of stream ecology
training, and each received a kit of equipment
valued at $3000 for the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute funded Rivernet Program. They have spent
this school year actively involved in stream monitor-
ing. Some have shared their training with elemen-
tary teachers in their district and are utilizing their
equipment to assist other classes with stream moni-
toring. The culminating project for each year is a
student symposium. Eight schools participated this
spring with 80 students who presented the results of
their monitoring program. The symposium is mod-
eled after a research scientific conference with
presentations and posters of their work.

Summer day camp programs for youth are growing
in popularity and have attracted private foundation
support. The camps served 80 students last year and
this year's programs have filled quickly to overflow-
ing.

Summer graduate courses and workshops are
declining in participation. Extra effort was directed
at advertising this year to assess if it is lack of infor-
mation or a true reduction in demand for the pro-
gram. Apparently it is the latter as little response
was generated by the advertising blitz. New teach-
ers entering the field often elect to complete their
masters degree in education as they earn their fifth
year of certification.

Fawn Custer and Vicki presented the first GLOBE
partnership workshop at the Hatfield Marine Sci-
ence Center. Fifteen teachers attended from Wash-
ington, Kentucky, Oregon, and Florida. Project
GLOBE is an international program that encourages
students to learn about their environment through
environmental monitoring.
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College of Oceanic and Atmospheric
Sciences - Ship Operations

Frederick J. Jones, Marine Superintendent

The College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences
(COAS) operates the 185-foot Research Vessel (R/V)
Wecoma and the 54-foot R/V Elakha. Oregon State
University is one of 21 vessel-operating institutions
in the University-National Oceanographic Labora-
tory System. The Ship Operations office and pier
facility is located at the Hatfield Marine Science
Center and both vessels' hailing port is Newport,
Oregon.

RN Wecoma is owned by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and operated by OSU under a
cooperative agreement. The ship carries a crew of 12
and a science complement of up to 18. In 2001
Wecoma's 186 days of scheduled operations are
funded by the NSF (134 days), NOAA (32 days) and
ONR (20 days). Operations include work by re-
searchers from the University of Washington, Uni-
versity of Southern California, Scripps Institute of
Oceanography, NOAA and Oregon State University.
In addition to Newport, port calls will include two
in Honolulu, Hawaii.

R/V Elakha is owned by OSU and funded largely by
user charges. The vessel is designated by the USCG
as an Oceanographic Research Vessel and is capable
of supporting education and research in bays and

estuaries as well as coastal waters. RN Elakha
supports a variety of research programs including
those of COAS, Zoology, Ocean Engineering,
NOAA's Northwest Fisheries Science Center and the
Oregon Department of Fisheries and Wildlife at
HMSC. The vessel also supports the HMSC Marine
Education program. Perry York has been hired as
the new Captain of the vessel.

Additional information on OSU's Research Vessels
and the College of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sciences
can be found at www.oce.orst.edu.

Visiting vessels scheduled to tie up at the COAS
Ship Operations Pier during 2001 include NOAA's
R/V Brown and RN David Starr Jordan, the U.S. Coast
Guard Cutter Cowslip, and the University of
Washington's R/V Thompson.

Independent Researchers

John Chapman, Courtesy Associate Professor,
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife

Last year John celebrated the graduation of
Ph.D. student Gonzalo Castillo who left OSU this
year for an excellent job with the U.S. Fisheries and
Wildlife Service in Stockton, California. John was an
invited speaker at an internal USEPA workshop in
Washington, D.C. in July 2000 concerning the EPA
involvement in managing nonindigenous species
(NIS) in the United States and assisted Henry Lee of
the USEPA with a report on nonindigenous species

in the United States. Additionally, Todd Miller and
John published and submitted papers on the poten-
tial introductions and political/regulatory ramifica-
tions for live seafood markets in the northeast
Pacific.

John also participated in rapid assessment
surveys of nonindigenous species in the estuaries
and coastal waters of Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, southern California and Mexico in the sum-
mer of 2000. The survey of the East Coast revealed
three abundant species never before reported from
that area and the work in southern California and
Mexico revealed approximately six new species all at
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high abundances or common. All of these species
appear to be new introductions. The continuing
rapid pace of these newly discovered introductions
is more alarming, at present, than their potential
ecological and economic impacts.

These findings closely fit into three general
patterns of NIS observed previously. First, most
invading species are from a narrow range of lati-
tudes of a few regions in the world. Second, the
most intensely invaded areas of the world export
few invading species and the most prolific exporters
of invading species receive few invaders. Addition-
ally, many of the same invading species invade over
and over. Third, the invasions closely correspond to
global patterns of climate with intense invasions of
estuaries occurring in mild climates and relatively
low diversities of invaders in the more variable
climates on the western sides of oceans. The discov-
ery of a pattern to MS introductions is remarkable in
itself. The discovery of a possible and testable
mechanism controlling NIS invasions is a major
scientific breakthrough that may reveal how global
climate changes and landscape alterations can alter
the potentials for invasions.

Work continues on the amphipod chapter for
the upcoming Smith and Light's Manual: Guide to
Intertidal Invertebrates of Central California and Oregon
and John is looking forward this summer to partici-
pating in a survey of the native and nonindigenous
Crustacea of the Olympic National Seashore, work-
ing with Dennis Sosnovski, on their Partners-in-
Science-funded project on introduced amphipods,
and with Nicole Rudel, an OSU undergraduate, on a
bibliography of northeast Pacific amphipod litera-
ture.

Jill Grover - Larval Ecology

During 2000-2001, research into the effects of anoma-
lous ocean conditions on early-juvenile Pacific hake,
Merluccius productus, continued. The most recent
analyses focused on identifying the effect of La Nina
conditions in 1999. This was done through an
examination of the diet of young-of-the-year hake
that were collected in spring 1999 off the central
California coast. Comparisons were made with
specimens collected during a year of non-anomalous
conditions, 1995, and during the recent two-year El
Nino event, 1997 and 1998.

At this point, data analyses are complete. The
results are being compiled and written up for publi-
cation. The target journal for manuscript submission
is Marine Ecology Progress Series. Collaborators on
this project include Troy Buckley and Pat Livingston
of the Alaska Fisheries Science Center, NMFS, and
Davoid Woodbury of the Southwest Fisheries Sci-
ence Service, NMFS.

Over the four years of this study, the most striking
observations have involved differences between the
two years of El Nino conditions. Dietary data and
complementary age and growth data, calculated by
David Woodbury, indicate that early-juvenile Pacific
hake encountered less hostile ocean conditions and/
or were better able to mitigate El Nino conditions
during 1997 compared with 1998.

Gayle I. Hansen - Marine Algology

Over the past few years, concern over the decline of
species diversity worldwide has led Gayle Hansen,
our marine algal taxonomist, to begin studying the
biodiversity of marine algae in Oregon and Alaska,
her areas of taxonomic focus. In order to detect
changes in biodiversity, she is developing databases
of current diversity that will be used as a baseline of
comparison for future change. To be certain that the
databases are reliable, she is using only verifiable
records of species occurrences. Conveniently,
herbarium specimens of marine algae provide this
resource. For several hundred years now, pressed
voucher specimens of marine algae, labeled with
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their collection data, have been deposited in herbaria
around the world. By borrowing these specimens
and correcting and updating their identifications,
she has been able to database the information on
over 7,000 specimens from Oregon and over 20,000
specimens from Alaska. Her records for Oregon
begin in the 1870's while those for Alaska begin in
the 1820's. The databases are all in MS Access and
are currently in various stages of completion.

During the Summer of 2001, the Oregon algal
biodiversity database will be Web posted with a
queriable mapping feature allowing all those that
are interested to obtain maps of the distribution of
the algal species in this state both geographically
and by year based on the 7,000 included records. It
is her hope that during the coming year, funding
will become available for her to identify, curate, and
add to the database the information from 12,000
additional Oregon specimens that are housed in the
herbarium on campus, substantially adding to the
value of both the biodiversity database and the OSU
collection.

The Alaskan algal biodiversity database has been
developing as 2 overlapping projects. The first is an
8,000 record database of the specimens collected
during the studies of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
(EVOS) in 1989-1994. It has been funded through
the EVOS Trustee Council. This project focuses on
the injury assessment areas of Prince William Sound,
the Kenai Peninsula, Kodiak Islands, and the Alaska
Peninsula. In addition to providing a completed
database of the specimen distributions in this area
with maps, the final product of this project will
include a distributional analysis of the species
revealing the distributional trends that correlate
with salinity, exposure, and substratum and any
species distributional gaps and endpoints that occur
in this region. The manuscripts from this project
will be completed by the Fall of 2001. The second is
a 50,000-record database of all known algal speci-
mens collected in Alaska. Funded through the
National Science Foundation, this database is being
completed with a collaborator from the University of
British Columbia. To date, we have entered data
from nearly 40,000 specimens and will complete the
database and begin Web posting by the Spring of
2002.

Since these biodiversity databases will all be Web
posted, they will be freely accessible to anyone who

is interested. It is likely that marine scientists will
initially use the databases to determine species
distributions and seasonality. As time progresses,
they will become more and more valuable as re-
sources for determining changes in species diversity
over time and help to resolve their causes whether
they are natural environmental cycles or anthropo-
genic changes such as pollution, alien species intro-
ductions, or global warming.

Cynthia D. Trowbridge, Research Assistant Profes-
sor, Zoology/HMSC: Marine Ecology

Cynthia continues to investigate the invasion ecol-
ogy of the exotic, green algal pest Codium fragile ssp.
tomentosoides (common name "oyster thief" or "dead
man's fingers"). Her research work on Irish rocky
shores has been submitted, and Cynthia is now
focusing on the issue of marine biological control by
native vs. introduced grazers. Continuing her
international research activities, Cynthia is collabo-
rating with Dr. Yoshiaki J. Hirano (Associate Profes-
sor, Chiba University) on the sacoglossan opistho-
branchs of Sagami Bay, Japan. Cynthia is also
collaborating with molecular ecologist Dr. Liz Walsh
(Associate Professor, Univ. Texas El Paso) on the
population genetics of sea slugs on introduced vs.
native algal host-plants.

Other professional activities include research talks
for: Western Society of Malacologists, World Congress of
Malacolog-y, Northwest Algal Symposium, Society of
Integrative & Comparative Biology, University of Texas
El Paso, University of Washington Tacoma, and
Hatfield Marine Science Center. Cynthia is the trea-
surer of the Western Society of Malacologists and the
organizer of the spring seminar series at HMSC. She
spends considerable time reviewing manuscripts for
journals as well as teaching field courses: BOT 599
Phycology, FW 599 Marine Invertebrates, BI 451
Marine Biology (invertebrate section), and COAST/
Pathfinders. In 2000, Cynthia was appointed to the
Graduate Teaching Faculty in Botany at OSU. As an
Adjunct Professor at Univ. Texas El Paso in 1998,
Cynthia joined otherUTEP faculty supervising
undergraduate research projects during the fall 2000
field course at CEDO (Center for the Study of
Deserts and Oceans) in Puerto Periasco, Sonora,
Mexico.
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Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment
Station

Gilbert Sylvia, Superintendent

The Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment Station
(COMES) encompasses faculty, students, and facili-
ties at the Hatfield Marine Science Center and the
Astoria Seafood Laboratory. The year 2000-2001 was
successful and marked continued growth of the
Station. COMES began in 1988 as a counterpart to
the inland agricultural experiment stations with its
mission: to conduct applied research on coastal and
marine issues beneficial to the citizens of Oregon
and the Nation. Under the leadership of Lavern
Weber and an advisory board chaired by Captain
Barry Fisher, the Station began with three faculty
and a handful of graduate students. Eleven years
later the Marine Experiment Station has grown to
include 14 faculty, 15 staff and research associates,
60 graduate students, and over $2 million annually
in external grants and funds.

The research programs of COMES encompass seven
primary areas: Aquaculture (Chris Langdon and Anja
Robinson), Fish Disease (Robert Olson and Paul

Reno), Fisheries Science (David Sampson and Steve
Berkeley), Fishery Management (Susan Hanna),
Marine Mammals (Bruce Mate), Marine Economics and
Marketing (Gilbert Sylvia), Salmon and Marine Fisher-
ies Ecology /Genetics (Ian Fleming and Michael
Banks), and Seafood Science and Engineering (Ed
Kolbe, Michael Morrissey, Jae Park, Yi-Cheng Su).
Approximately half of the COMES faculty have joint
positions within their academic homes, Oregon Sea
Grant, and/or the Oregon Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife. Much of the research involves diverse
cooperators including OSU faculty, other national
and international research institutes, and industry,
state, and federal government including National
Marine Fisheries Service and Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife. COMES also helps sponsor work-
shops and conferences which further the mission of
the Station in supporting wise use of marine re-
sources. Over the past two years COMES has hired
four new faculty, is presently searching for a new
faculty member in Seafood Microbiology, and is
proposing additional positions in biology and
ecology.
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Michael Banks, Marine Fisheries Genetics

Dr. Michael A. Banks, a native of Southern
Africa, joined the faculty of the Coastal Oregon
Marine Experiment Station in February 2001. Prior
to this, Michael worked as an Assistant Research
Geneticist at the University of California's Bodega
Marine Laboratory in oyster and salmon population
genetics. His earlier studies were in red drum and
spotted seatrout aquaculture at the University of
Texas Marine Science Institute, stationed in Port
Aransas.

Broadly, Michael's study interests cover
genetic characterization of natural populations,
fishery issues and aquacultural species. He focuses
chiefly on methods for resolving hybridized, ad-
mixed, or recently diverged populations and statisti-
cal methods for determining component estimates
for mixtures of such populations in various contexts.
He's particularly interested in the development of
highly polymorphic marker types such as
microsatellites and single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and statistical techniques that make use of
the increased information provided by these marker
types.

Michael's studies in salmon population
discrimination continue with a focus on genetic
factors associated with the stream and ocean life
history types in chinook salmon. This project will
bridge his earlier studies from California with an
extension into Oregon, where several examples of
these life histories exist. His oyster studies also
continue with a focus on genetic characterization for
native oyster restoration in San Francisco and Coos
Bay. He is also initiating a study into canary and
black rockfish genetic stock structure. This
multidisciplinary project, involving several other
faculty, will combine expertise in genetics, evolu-
tionary ecology and fisheries management. Their
goal is to assess information on stock structure in the
context of alternate scales and conformations of
marine protected areas to optimize rockfish recovery
and sustairtability. Michael also plans to contribute
genetic inference to a study with Chris Langdon on
abalone restoration and a study with Ian Fleming on
estuarine use of juvenile salmon.

Michael is particularly keen on the success of
a National Science Foundation proposal he has in
review that will bring a state-of-the-art SNP
genotyping facility to HMSC. The rate of informa-
tion discovery made possible with this technology

promises a new order of statistical power which he
believes will usher us into new levels of understand-
ing in marine fisheries. Michael is also very optimis-
tic about several new graduate students he is cur-
rently recruiting and a hands-on course in coastal
population genetics he plans to initiate in the fall of
2002.

Steven A. Berkeley, Marine Fisheries

During 2000-2001, Steve Berkeley continued his Sea
Grant-funded research on the effects of fishing,
which reduces the number of older age classes, on
reproductive potential and recruitment in black
rockfish. Together with graduate student Colin
Chapman, he continued rearing experiments to test
the hypothesis that older females produce more fit
offspring. Results confirmed this hypothesis, indicat-
ing that offspring of older females grew faster, had
lower mortality, and survived starvation longer than
those of younger fish.

Steve and his research assistant, Gonzalo Castillo,
completed their pilot study to determine the feasibil-
ity of using a survey of pelagic juvenile sablefish to
index-year class strength. We concluded that this
technique could be used to estimate relative and
absolute year class size with acceptable accuracy.

Steve and Sue Sogard (NMFS-AFSC) will begin a
new project this year relating environmental condi-
tions to changes in larval sablefish growth and
mortality by evaluating inter-annual differences in
otolith daily growth increments. Results should help
us understand what factors cause year-class strength
to vary from year to year.

Steve will begin another new project to evaluate
ways of reducing the bycatch of billfish and juvenile
swordfish in tuna and swordfish longline fisheries in
the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. Steve continues to
serve on the NMFS Highly Migratory Species Advi-
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sory Committee and was recently asked to serve as
an advisor to the U.S. ICCAT commissioners.

Steve and graduate student, Bill Pinnix, continued
their research on the impact of environmental vari-
ability and climate change on growth and recruit-
ment in sablefish. This research, part of a larger
National Science Foundation/NOAA research
program called Global Ocean Ecosystems Dynamics
(GLOBEC), hopes to determine how global climate
change will affect the ecosystem and fishery re-
sources of the northeast Pacific. Bill will be complet-
ing his PhD research this year.

Steve will be working with a new MRM graduate
student, Sarah Banta, on a collaborative research
project with Steve Parker (ODF&W) to develop a
flatfish-selective bottom trawl to reduce bycatch of
overfished rockfish species.

Steve, whose term as president of the Marine Fisher-
ies Section of the American Fisheries Society (AFS)
ended in September, organized a symposium for the
2000 annual AFS meeting on improving the effec-
tiveness of ICCAT in managing highly migratory
species. Steve was appointed to the Scientific and
Statistical Committee of the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council in September 2000.

Ian A. Fleming, Marine Fish Ecology

Dr. Ian A. Fleming joined the faculty of the Coastal
Oregon Marine Experiment Station in February 2001.
He comes to the Experiment Station from the Nor-
wegian Institute for Nature Research in Trondheim,
Norway, an institute of applied ecological research,
where he focused on marine and freshwater life
history of salmonid fishes. Ian, a native of Canada,
originally went overseas for a post-doc and ended
up spending nearly 10 years working at the institute
as a research scientist. Ian's research encompasses
both fundamental and applied aspects of fish ecol-
ogy. It is interdisciplinary, integrating perspectives
from ecology and evolution with fisheries and
conservation biology. The work has been applied to
evaluate and improve fishery management in marine
and freshwater ecosystems, with a particular focus
on salmonid fishes.

Having recently arrived at the Experiment Station,
Ian is still establishing his research program. He has,
however, begun the process of seeking funding to
initiate studies of estuarine and nearshore habitat
use by chinook and coho salmon, particularly in
relation to the maintenance of life history diversity,
as well as studies of the genetic and ecological
diversity of canary and black rockfish. This work is
in collaboration with a variety of other researchers at
the HMSC. Ian is also developing a research
aquarium facility at HMSC for experimental study of
fish behavior and life history. Currently, Ian is
hosting Dr. Sigurd Einum from Norway, who is
visiting HMSC for three months while they work
together on a number of projects focusing on the
evolution egg size and recruitment in fishes. In
March, Ian was invited to participate in the Salmon
Aquaculture Assessment Workshop hosted by
Sea Web in Washington, DC, and gave a presentation
on hatchery-wild salmon interactions to the
Midcoast Watershed Council in May. Recently, he
was invited to sit on a National Research Council
panel to examine the status of salmon in Maine and
an American Institute of Biological Sciences panel to
examine salmon restoration. This summer Ian will
be co-hosting the European Fish Telemetry Confer-
ence in Trondheim, Norway.
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Susan Hanna, Marine Fisheries Management and
Policy

Activities in the past year have focused on four
themes: research on improving fishery management,
education/outreach on science and policy, program
support, and professional service.

Research on Improving Fishery Management
Research on improving fishery management concen-
trated on developing incentives for improving the
performance of fishery management, understanding
economic aspects of institutional design for fisheries,
clarifying the economic history of fisheries, and
integrating economics and biology in performance
indicators for fishery management.

Developing incentives for improving fishery man-
agement was approached through a Sea Grant-
funded project that involves the synthesis of infor-
mation on market-based incentives for natural
resource management and the application of this
knowledge to fisheries. Effort during the past year
has concentrated on collecting information on
incentive programs and writing a report analyzing
their use. The next step is to form an interdiscipli-
nary working group to apply this knowledge to a
west coast fishery management problem.

Understanding the economic aspects of institutional
design was approached through the investigation of
applying property rights incentives to the design
and implementation of marine protected areas
(MPAs), resulting in two lectures on this subject. It
was also addressed through an analysis of incentive
problems in the institutional design for Pacific
Northwest salmon ecosystems, which resulted in a
paper delivered at a Portland State University
conference "What We Don't Know about Pacific
Northwest Fish Runs: An Inquiry Into Decision-
Making Under Uncertainty." Issues of institutional
design were also addressed through a presentation
on developing fishery management institutions
given at a meeting of the OSU/Russia Far East Joint
Fisheries Research Planning Steering Committee.
Background materials on the U.S. fishery manage-
ment structure and taxes and subsidies affecting
U.S. fisheries were prepared for a subsequent meet-
ing on Sakhalin Island.

Clarifying the economic history of fisheries was
approached through the development of three
papers on the historical development of US and
Pacific fishery policy. One paper Economics and
the History of Pacific Fishery Management was
presented at the conference of the International
Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade. The
second paper Transition in the American Fishing
Commons was presented at the conference of the
International Association for the Study of Common
Property. The third paper - Construction and De-
struction of Boundaries in American Fishery Policy
was presented at the 8th International Symposium on
Society and Resource Management.

Integrating economics and biology in performance
indicators for fishery management was approached
through the development of a white paper, partici-
pation in a working group, and development of a
research grant proposal. A white paper - Connecting
Ecological and Human Systems: Major Issues for a
Research Agenda was presented at a research
planning workshop of the National Science Founda-
tion. She also contributed to the development of a
European/U.S. research plan on integrated biologi-
cal-economic-social performance indicators for
fishery management through membership in an
ICES (International Council for the Exploration of
the Sea) Working Group on the Performance of
Fishery Management Systems. She submitted a
research proposal to Oregon Sea Grant Program on
the development of performance indicators and best
management practices for exploited marine ecosys-
tems. She participated in a fisheries ecological/
economic research planning meeting sponsored by
the Beijer International Institute for Ecological
Economics and the Marine Policy Center, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Scientific and Policy Outreach
Outreach education on marine science and policy
involved the provision of general science advice to
agencies, lectures on marine protected areas (MPAs)
and other fishery management issues, and assistance
with collaborations between fishery agencies and the
fishing industry.

General scientific advice was provided to regional
and federal agencies through service on four advi-
sory committees: the Science Advisory Board of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(Executive Committee); the Marine Fisheries Advi-
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sory Committee of the National Marine Fisheries
Service (Steering Committee; Chair, Capacity Sub-
committee); the Scientific and Statistical Committee
of the Pacific Fishery Management Council (Chair,
Economics Subcommittee); the Independent Scien-
tific Review Panel of the Northwest Power Planning
Council (Vice Chair). She was appointed chair of a
national panel of experts that will review the con-
duct of social science within the five NOAA line
offices and make recommendations for its improve-
ment.

Lectures on marine protected areas (MPAs), under
consideration in many fishery management settings,
focused on economic aspects of the design of these
tools. She spoke about economic perspectives on
MPAs to the Oregon Ocean Policy Advisory Com-
mittee (OPAC) and to a graduate class (MRM 525 /
Z 565) on MPAs. She also gave general lectures on
economics and fishery management to AREC 351,
(Natural Resource Economics and Policy) and as
part of the HMSC seminar series.

Outreach to facilitate collaboration between agencies
and the fishing industry was conducted through
facilitation of a COMES/NMFS Industry-Agency
Collaborative Research Workshop, through a pre-
sentation on industry participation in fishery man-
agement given at the conference of the New Zealand
Sea Fish Industry Council, and through service on
COMES steering committees for OSU/Russia Far
East Joint Fisheries Research Planning and for a
COMES/New Zealand workshop on training fishery
managers for the next century. She also served on
the advisory committees of a Packard Foundation
project on the resolution of conflict in fisheries and a
Pacific Fishing conference on fishing industry restruc-
turing.

Program Administration and Support
Support for program administration was provided
to Sea Grant through several activities. She prepared
background materials for the site visit of the Sea
Grant Program Assessment Team (PAT). She made a
presentation on fishery management issues to the
Oregon Sea Grant PAT. She prepared background
materials for Sea Grant Coastal Issues Forums and
served as a discussion leader at the Oregon Sea

Grant research planning workshop on marine and
anadromous fisheries, October 20, 2000. Hanna
presented a summary of workshop results to the Sea
Grant Advisory Council.

Professional Service
Professional service has been directed toward
contributing to the performance of research organi-
zations, professional associations, journals and
students. Service has continued on the Board of
Trustees, Fishery Management Institute, North Sea
Centre in Denmark; the Executive Committee of the
International Institute for Fisheries Economics and
Trade (tiFET); and as President of the International
Association for the Study of Common Property
(IASCP). She served on the program committees for
three international conferences: IASCP, and
the International Society for Ecological Economics
(ISEE), and organized multiple sessions for the pkET
and IASCP conferences. Service was also provided
as a member of the Editorial Boards of Ecological
Economics and Ecosystems. She also served
external PhD examiner, at Aalborg University,
Aalborg, Denmark. Dissertation subject: Fishery Co-
Management in two African Lakes: Theory and
Practice.
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Chris, Langdon, Aquaculture

In 2000, the main focus of the COMES Aquaculture
program at HMSC was the USDA-funded Molluscan
Broodstock Program (MBP). The purpose of this
program is to develop superior oyster broodstock
for the West Coast shellfish industry. About 400
families of Pacific oysters have been produced.
Research assistants Sean Matson, John Brake and
crew have planted these families at commercial test
sites along the West Coast, from Prince William
Sound, Alaska, to Tomales Bay, California.

The top performing families from the test site in
Tomales Bay were used as broodstock in spring 1998
to produce a second generation of MBP families that
were planted in Washington and Oregon. The
performance of this second MBP generation, com-
pared to that of offspring from non-selected oysters,
indicates that oyster yield is a strongly heritable trait
and that MBP's approach should lead to significant
improvements through genetic selection. Selected
MBP families were used in several commercial
hatcheries in 2000 to produce millions of seed for
large-scale evaluation. The oyster industry continues
to be very supportive of MBP.

Graduate student Ford Evans is studying interac-
tions between environment and genetic expression
of growth and survival of oyster families. It is im-
portant to be able to identify MBP families for
commercial hatcheries that perform well across a
wide range of environments.

Last year, Anja Robinson worked with a commercial
grower to evaluate the potential of the Alsea Bay for
shellfish culture. Recently, this bay has been certified
for shellfish culture in an attempt to broaden the
economic base of the coastal community of Walport.
Despite a slow start, preliminary results are promis-
ing; however, there is some local opposition to
planting oysters in Alsea for either commercial or
restoration purposes.

Cultured live phytoplankton feeds for shellfish are
expensive and time-consuming to produce. With
support from the Markham Foundation, graduate
student Ebru Onal has evaluated a new inexpensive
commercial product, consisting of spray-dried,
heterotrophically-cultured algae, as a complete
replacement or supplement for living algae in diets

for Manila clams. Results indicate that a high pro-
portion of a living algal diet can be replaced with the
spray-dried product without reduction in clam
growth.

Abalone aquaculture has great commercial potential
in Oregon, providing an alternative to kelp can be
found as a suitable abalone food. Research of gradu-
ate student Carl Demetropoulos (supported by
Oregon Sea Grant and donations from a private
abalone company) has focused on optimizing the
culture of dulse (Palmaria mollis) as a food for aba-
lone. This OSU-developed technology is being used
in a multi-million dollar, start-up abalone farm in
Hawaii. A joint patent application between OSU and
the Hawaiian farm for a fast growing strain of dulse
was approved by the U.S. patent office in winter
2000.

Graduate student Blaine Griffen has been working
on a joint project with Ted DeWitt of HMSC/EPA to
study the feeding physiology of mud shrimp. Mud
shrimp are very abundant in Oregon's estuaries and
Blaine has shown that they have a major impact on
phytoplankton concentrations due to their suspen-
sion-feeding activities. Their burrowing activities are
also responsible for huge losses of shellfish habitat in
Oregon it, estuaries as mud shrimp soften the sub-
strate, burying oysters and clams.

On the West Coast, rearing commercially important
marine species, such as sable fish, in offshore cages
or in land-based systems may become increasingly
important in meeting our food demands, as natural
fish stocks decline and fishing becomes more lim-
ited. Rearing marine fish larvae is very difficult and
satisfactory artificial feeds will be important for the
development of marine fish aquaculture on the West
Coast, U.S. The Markham Foundation supported
research of graduate student Umur Onal on
microparticulate feeds for marine fish larvae. He has
developed several novel particle types that show a
lot of promise.
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Bruce Mate, Marine Mammals

Using state-of-the-art satellite-monitored radio tags,
Dr. Mate and his staff made some exciting discover-
ies about the migratory pathways, critical habitats,
and behaviors of endangered great whales. Some of
these findings have challenged beliefs previously
held by cetacean researchers. For instance, scientists
thought that humpback whales wintering in Hawaii
migrated directly from Hawaii to Southeast Alaska
for summer feeding. But data analysis of humpback
whales tagged off Hawaii in February 2000, com-
bined with earlier tracklines from 1997-1999, re-
vealed a surprising pattern: although some of the
whales did indeed head for SE Alaska, most went to
the coast of British Columbia, other parts of Alaska
(such as the Aleutian Chain), and even the
Kamchatka Peninsula of Russia. The tracklines show
the whales fanning out across the entire North
Pacific Rim. One tag transmitted information for 220
days.

Another surprising discovery emerged through
research done on highly endangered northern right
whales in JulyAugust 2000. Dr. Mate and his team
worked with these rare whales in the Bay of Fundy,
using both implanted satellite tags and time depth
recorders (a short-term, recoverable tag attached
with suction cups). Analysis of the data from this
field season showed that these whales migrate at a
rate of three miles per hour and make regular dives
to 100-160 meters, a depth that coincides with the
highest concentration of their copepod prey. The
most exciting aspect of this research was the fall
migration of a female right whale, "Piper," whose
tag transmitted for 126 days, allowing the group to
track her movements from the Bay of Fundy to a
calving ground off Georgia. Such tag longevity holds
great promise for future identification of other
wintering areas, which have remained a complete
mystery to scientists so far. Piper's tag also allowed
Dr. Mate's team to send near-realtime locations to
the Early Warning System on the East Coast, which
alerts shipping traffic to right whales in the shipping
lanes. (Boat collisions account for nearly half of all
injuries and deaths of this most endangered of all
whales.)

In October, Dr. Mate and his team tagged 13 blue
whales near the Farallon Islands off Central Califor-
nia. Four of the tagged whales traveled south to the
Costa Rican Dome (an area of upwelling near the
equator that is rich in food) and stayed there for the
entire winter. Two of those tags were still transmit-
ting in May 2001, and one of the tagged whales
began migrating north in mid-May. If the tag contin-
ues to transmit, this will be the first complete, year-
round migration cycle ever recorded for any whale.

While working with the blue whales in October, Dr.
Mate and his group were filmed by a British Broad-
casting crew headed by Sir David Attenborough.
The resulting footage will be featured in two parts of
a nine-part series called "Blue Planet," set to air this
autumn on the Discovery Channel.

In cooperation with the University of California at
Santa Cruz and the Universidad Autonoma de Baja
California Sur, Dr. Mate tagged 11 fin whales in the

Data from these
tags is still being analyzed.

Graduate student Kate Stafford successfully de-
fended her doctoral dissertation (on determining the
seasonal occurrence of blue whales throughout the
Pacific Basin using acoustic information) in May. Dr.
Stafford has now accepted a post-doctoral fellow-
ship with the National Marine Mammal Lab in
Seattle, Washington. Graduate student Mark
Baumgartner worked on the data analysis from the
JulyAugust 2000 right whale research, revealing
right whale dive depths and prey associations. He
plans another field season in the North Atlantic
during the summer of 2001. Daniel Palacios contin-
ues to analyze data from surveys he conducted in
2000 around the Galapagos Islands, to examine how
oceanography affects the distribution and abun-
dance of marine mammals in the Eastern Tropical
Pacific. Daniel hopes to complete his doctorate by
summer 2002.
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Paul Reno, Fish Disease

Dr. Reno and his team work on the effects of infec-
tious diseases on finfish and shellfish populations.
Research is integrated with the Department of
Microbiology, OSU; the University of Idaho; Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildife; the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife; the Nevada De-
partment of Conservation and Natural Resources;
the California Department of Fish and Game; and
other agencies throughout the West. Particular areas
of research are:

Diseases of finfish: They have performed labora-
tory experiments to assess the factors involved in the
initial dissemination of two important fish patho-
gens; Aeromonas salmonicida, the agent of furunculo-
sis in salmon and ornamental fishes, and infectious
hematopoietic necrosis virus, the agent of IHN in
salmon and trout. They determined the threshold
(minimum) density needed to initiate disease and
mortality in chinook salmon and rainbow trout.
This can be used in hatcheries to disperse fish to low
enough densities to prevent epidemics and in deter-
mining the potential effects of pathogens on popula-
tions of wild fishes. This could have significant
economic benefits if it alleviated the direct loss of
fish or reduced the use of antibiotics to treat bacte-
rial disease of fishes.

Modeling of diseases: They have begun to con-
struct models to estimate the risk of causing diseases
in wild populations of fish by the introduction of a
single infected individual to a susceptible popula-
tion. These have been drawn up around rivers in
northeastern Oregon and adjacent Nevada for
whirling disease of salmonids. The use of risk
assessment models of disease will help in determin-
ing where and if potentially infected fish can be
released. The economic benefits of this project are
not yet estimated, but its influence on distribution of
fish could be considerable.

Inactivating Vibrio parahemolyticus: They have
carried out experiments with Dr. Michael Morrissey
in Astoria on the ability of high hydrostatic pressure
to inactivate the agent of human shellfish poisoning,
Vibrio parahemolyticus. They found that at pressures
of 45,000 psi the bacteria could be completely elimi-
nated from oysters which had been exposed to the

bacteria by bath immersion. Counts were reduced
from greater than 10,000 per gram of tissue to unde-
tectable levels by using this method.

Whirling disease: They have begun experiments
designed to determine what the effects of transfer to
seawater have on the progress of whirling disease in
chinook salmon and steelhead. The fish are being
held in a specially designed quarantine facility to
prevent the potential dissemination of the spores to
the outside. Fish will be transferred to seawater
within the month.

David Sampson, Stock Assessment

Dr. Sampson's research on Oregon's marine fisheries
for groundfish is focussed on two general areas: (1)
stock assessment and fisheries management issues,
and (2) fishermen's behavior, particularly fishing
strategies and choice of fishing locations. During the
summer he served, on behalf of the Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife, as chair of the Pacific
Fishery Management Council's stock assessment
review (STAR) panel for stock assessments for
widow rockfish and lingcod. Also, he presented a
talk at the Tenth Biennnial Conference of the Inter-
national Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade
on results from an Oregon Sea Grant project that
developed quantitative measures of fishing strategy
from Oregon trawl logbook data. During the winter
Dr. Sampson began work on a new stock assessment
for Dover sole, which will be formally reviewed by a
Council STAR panel during July 2001.

During the autumn Dr. Sampson taught the upper
division course "Dynamics of Marine Biological
Resources Fisheries" to 17 students. The dass,
which was broadcast to Corvallis from the HMSC
using a tele-video system, was split about equally
between students in Corvallis and ones in residence
at the HMSC. During the year two of Dr. Sampson's
students successfully defended their theses: Tonya
Builder defended her Fisheries M.S. thesis "Feasibil-
ity of supplementary sampling of the commercial
groundfish landings in Oregon using seafood plant
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workers" and Jiraporn Trisak defended her Fisheries
Ph.D. thesis "The influence of biological characteris-
tics on fisheries co-management: a game theory
perspective". Dr. Sampson's current graduate
students are conducting research on the following
topics: the influence of data uncertainty on ground-
fish stock assessments; oceanographic influences on
the survival of Columbia River salmon; dynamics of
anchovy and sardine populations; rockfish food
habits and feeding ecology; and a bioenergetic
model of Steller sea lion growth and survival.

Gilbert Sylvia, Marine Resource Economics and
Marketing

Research during the past year has concentrated on
seafood marketing, fisheries management and
policy, and aquacultural development. Outreach
and public service has been directed at improving
fisheries management (member of the Science and
Statistical Committee of the Pacific Fisheries Man-
agement Council), publishing and presenting mar-
keting and management research for industry, and
assisting west coast industry and agencies in devel-
oping cooperative and cost-effective fisheries re-
search. Many of these interdisciplinary projects
include close cooperation with the Astoria Seafood
Laboratory, the OSU Department of Bioresource
Engineering, Oregon Department of Fish and Wild-
life, and economists and biologists of the National
Marine Fisheries Service.

Research projects include: 1) bioeconomic modeling
of the pink shrimp fishery; 2) evaluating the role of
intrinsic seafood quality for improving fishery
management; 3) determining incentives for success-
ful scientists/fishermen research cooperation; 4)
diversifying aquaculture to include tourism and
recreation; and 5) developing product quality and
marketing strategies for the albacore tuna industry.

They are in our third year of conducting two Sea
Grant sponsored projects. The first study is a coop-
erative project with the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife and the Astoria Seafood Laboratory
focusing on the economics of the Pacific pink shrimp

industry. This research includes an evaluation of the
costs and benefits of finfish exduder devices, the
relationship of shrimp quality, fishing, and process-
ing strategies, and development of a bioeconomic
model of the fishery. The second project is being
conducted in cooperation with the Astoria Seafood
Laboratory and evaluates the economic and market-
ing potentials for using 1) HACCP-based quality
systems, 2) super chilling storage and transportation
systems, and 3) time-temperature monitoring de-
vices for value-added harvesting and processing of
Pacific whiting and albacore tuna. He has begun a
new Sea Grant project focusing on linking handling
techniques and intrinsic quality of albacore tuna
with market and consumer evaluation of value-
added albacore products. He has also initiated a
study looking at the costs, benefits, and risks associ-
ated with developing cold storage along the Oregon
coast. Finally, we are conducting two projects with
the New Zealand Seafood Industry focusing on
developing bioeconomic management models for
the Challenger scallop fishery, and organizing a
conference on educating fishery managers for 21st
century fisheries.

These research projects have generated over $700
thousand of extramural funding and are supporting
nine graduate students (2 Ph.D. and 7 Masters'
candidates) from the Departments of Agricultural
and Resource Economics, Marine Resource Manage-
ment, and Fisheries and Wildlife.
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Astoria Seafood Laboratory
Michael Morrissey, Director

The OSU Seafood Laboratory (SFL) is part of the
Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment Station. The
Seafood Laboratory is involved in seafood research,
graduate training, and transfer of information to the
seafood industry.

Research activities over the past year have included:
Value-added products. Research continues in the

area of fish sauce from Pacific whiting by-products
and the development of value-added products from
albacore tuna and Pacific oysters, and in surimi.

Seafood safety. Work is continuing on the pas-
teurization of surimi products with E-beam radia-
tion and a new technology with the use of high
hydrostatic pressure for the reduction of Vibrios in
oysters.

Seafood processing. High pressure technology
and ohmic heating have been carried out. Ozone is
also being investigated as a processing tool to pro-
long the shelf-life of different seafood products. A
new surimi method called acid-wash is being tested
and is promising for increasing surimi yields with
Pacific whiting.

Outreach involved the Ninth Annual OSU Surimi
School in April. An additional surimi industry
forum was added to the School this year to discuss
current issues and problems in the industry.

Visiting professors at the Seafood Laboratory were
Dr. Yeung Choi from Gyeong Sang University
(Korea) who was here for the last year, and Dr.

Myeong R. "Mark" Choi who came from Yosu
University (Korea) to work with Dr.Park since Jan
2001.

Graduate students who completed their degrees
were Elizabeth Greene in Marine Resource Manage-
ment and Justine Hoffman in Food Science & Tech-
nology.

Graduate students Jacek Jaczynski and Hakan Calik
won student paper awards for the Seafood Division
of the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Food
Technologists. Jacek also won a travel award from
the Pacific Fisheries Technologists meeting (La Paz,
Mexico) last February.

The OSU-SFL has continued its expansion over the
past decade and a third faculty member, Yi-Cheng
Su, began as assistant professor in Food Science and
Technology on May 1. He will focus on seafood
protein biochemistry and seafood safety. A search
for a seafood microbiologist at the assistant profes-
sor level is currently underway.
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Cooperative Institute for Marine
Resources Studies

Clare Reimers, Director
Jessica L. Waddell, Administrative Program

Specialist

Established in 1982 under a Cooperative Agreement,
the OSU/NOAA Cooperative Institute for Marine
Resources Studies (CIMRS) brings together univer-
sity and agency expertise to address science and
management issues relating to fisheries, ecosystem
health, aquaculture, oceanography, marine-technol-
ogy and related fields. The Institute is governed by
an Executive Board and meets quarterly with its Sci-
ence Advisory Council. Membership in the Institute
includes university Faculty Research Assistants, Re-
search Associates, Post-doctoral Fellows, Professors
and agency principal investigators who collaborate
with research projects funded through the Institute.

In January 2001, CIMRS announced a request for
proposals on U.S. West Coast groundfish and their
habitats with research priorities in the area of stock
assessment, socioeconomic factors relating to
groundfish harvesting, ecological impacts of fishing,
ecosystem and climate effects on stock productivity,
technological innovations for surveys and trawling,
and management strategies. Five proposalswere
funded after competitive review, all of which have
some component of support for OSU students and
faculty in Oceanography, Fisheries and Wildlife, and
Microbiology. Similar funding opportunities are an-
ticipated in the coming year.

Three CIMRS researchers were recipients of awards
this year. Dr. Robert Dziak was awarded the Presi-
dential Early Career Award for his contributions to
understanding deep ocean volcanic and thermal ac-
tivity and the role they may play in the global
ocean's physical, chemical and biological environ-
ment. Sharon Nieukirk and Andra Bobbitt received
an award from the National Science Teachers Asso-
ciation for their development of the acoustics web
page that is part of the Vents Program web site,
www.pmel.noaa.gov/vents.

The cooperative research projects supported in FY
00-01 totaled over $2.8M and were from two NOAA
research offices. Highlights are presented below.

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research Office/Pacific Marine
Environmental Laboratory
Ocean Environment Research Division/VENTS
PROGRAM

Acoustic Monitoring (Dr. Robert Dziak, Matt Fowler,
Andy T.K. Lau, Dr. Ham Matsumoto, Paul Will)

Volcanic seismicity was detected by the T-phase
Monitoring System beginning at about 0050GMT on
April 3, 2001. The system makes use of signals col-
lected by the U.S. Navy's SOund SUrveillance Sys-
tem (SOSUS) in the northeast Pacific. The activity
was located on the central Gorda Ridge near
42.15'N; 127.05W (or 42 9'N; 127 3'W) on the Jackson
segment just below the North Gorda segment, which
was the site of the February 1996 eruption. The activ-
ity was closely analogous to the earlier event, being
located near the summit of the "narrowgate" on the
south side. A response expedition was conducted
aboard Scripps Institution's RV New Horizon from
April 10-16. Twenty-five vertical CTD casts yielded
no detectable hydrothermal plumes. Analysis of the
event is ongoing.

With major programming innovations, techniques
for detecting real-time seismic events in the North-
east Pacific Ocean were greatly improved this year,
resulting in the ability to detect even smaller events
than in the past several years. This same technology
will be used at Pioneer Seamount, where a new
project will monitor ocean noise from a variety of
anthropogenic and natural sources.

Marine Mammal Acoustics (Dr. David Mellinger,
Sharon Nieukirk, Kate Stafford)

In order to acoustically monitor areas of the world
ocean not covered by existing fixed hydrophone ar-
rays, CIMRS and PMEL scientists have developed
autonomous moored hydrophones to record acous-
tic energy from both underwater seismic activity as
well as that from whale calls. These instruments are
capable of recording frequencies from 1 - 20,000 Hz,
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and depending on the sampling rate, can record data
for over a year before servicing is required. The hy-
drophones are designed to be deployed as an array
of independent instruments whose geometry can be
determined by the needs of the experimenter in or-
der to localize acoustic sources of interest.

Six autonomous moored hydrophones were placed
in the Gulf of Alaska in October 1999 with the spe-
cific goal of detecting blue, fin, humpback and
northern right whales in this region. Data from the
hydrophones were recovered in May 2000. Five of
the six instruments were re-deployed in the Gulf for
another year. Preliminary analysis of the first seven
months of data showed that both northeastern and
northwestern blue whale calls were recorded on
these instruments as were sounds from finback and
humpback whales and an unidentified species of
whale. Analysis of a full year of data from this re-
gion will greatly enhance our knowledge of the pres-
ence/absence and seasonality of large whales in the
Gulf of Alaska.

In March 2000, as part of a collaborative effort with
investigators from Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-
tution and Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, six
Atlantic portable hydrophones were recovered and
redeployed for another year of data recording. Pre-
liminary analysis of the data revealed numerous
calls from over four species of whales. No previous
data exists for this area of the mid-Atlantic Ridge for
marine mammal acoustics. Automatic signal detec-
tion methods were developed to identify whale calls
in large data sets. David Mellinger's automatic de-
tection program, Ishmael, includes the ability to de-
tect calls by use of matched filters, spectrogram cor-
relation or energy detection. This software program
is currently being used to detect whale calls from At-
lantic Ocean hydrophone records.

Geophysical Monitoring (Andra Bobbitt, Dr. William
Chadwick, Susan Merle)

NeMO (New Millennium Observatory) a new
multidisciplinary project centered at Axial Volcano
is in its third year. This project has established sev-
eral arrays of seafloor and water-column instru-
ments, time-lapse cameras, and sample collection
systems for documenting chemical, biological, hy-
drographic and geologic changes in and around the
Axial caldera. Real-time camera and sensor data
from the NEMO Net was transmitted successfully

for part of the year. When CIMRS scientists were at
sea servicing the observatory in 2000, an interactive
Web link to the support ship was featured at the
Hatfield Marine Science Center in cooperation with
Sea Grant. This web link provided close to real-time
information to educators, students, and researchers
on the results of each day's activities during the
cruise, and also provided answers to specific ques-
tions from a land-based audience. A collaborative
proposal from CIMRS and Sea Grant investigtors
was funded by the NSF Geosciences Education Pro-
gram to develop new teacher curricula based on
NeMO and support a teacher-at-sea in the 2001 field
season.

Hydrothermal Emissions (Leigh Evans, Ron Greene)

Many water-column samples collected from the last
two years of NeMO cruises were analyzed and upon
examination revealed an anomalously high helium/
heat ratio from a hydrocast west of the known vents
on the east side of Axial caldera. This will prompt
further investigation in the 2001 field season. A seis-
mic event at the Endeavour segment of the Juan de
Fuca Ridge was suspected in June 1999; vent fluid
samples were taken by collaborators from Univ. of
Washington and analyzed by CIMRS staff at OSU
Hatfield Marine Science Center. Analysis of
samples from 1995, 1998 and 1999 show an increase
in helium concentrations that would corroborate the
suspected event. Samples taken and analyzed in
2000 show that the helium concentrations have re-
turned to values much closer to the pre-event condi-
tion.

National Marine Fisheries Service/Northwest Fisheries
Science Center

Fish Ecology (Becky Baldwin, Dr. Cheryl Brown, Leah
Feinberg, Julie Keister, Greg Krutzikowsky, Todd
Miller GRA, Cheryl Morgan, Jackie Popp-Noskov,
Anders Roestad, Todd Sandell. Dr. Robert
Schabetsberger, Mitch Vance; Dr. Charles Miller and
Dr. William Pearcy, Joe Fisher, Doug Reese-GRA,
COAS)

The U.S. GLOBEC Program continued its funding of
a multiyear monitoring project of long-term observa-
tions, mesoscale surveys, process studies of eu-
phausiids and retrospective analysis of zooplankton
species of the central Oregon shelf ecosystem. This
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project studies two species of euphausiids in order
to correlate population density and distribution with
ocean temperature and phytoplankton biomass. Eu-
phausiids are key forage species for Pacific whiting,
rockfish, and salmon. CIMRS scientific staff partici-
pated in several short-duration survey cruises cover-
ing the region from Newport to Crescent City; analy-
sis of the MOCNESS net samples and additional ex-
perimental studies on the targeted species are being
conducted by CIMRS research assistants. This year
high concentrations of zooplankton were found as-
sociated with the upwelling front. High concentra-
tions of euphausiid larvae were found in a warm
eddy (30 km diameter) on Heceta Bank and in a 200
km warm eddy south of Heceta Bank. A high fre-
quency acoustics instrument is towed on these
cruises to study spatial variations in biomass of eu-
phausiids and other large zooplankton in relation to
hydrographic features. Biomass of netted samples of
plankton will be compared to estimated biomass
from acoustic calculations. In a related project,
CIMRS research on the distribution and trophic in-
teractions of juvenile salmonids and associated taxa
off the northern California and Oregon Coasts ad-
dresses questions about (1) the current and historical
relationship between marine fish predator/prey
field communities during the summer period (2) the
relationship between changing ocean conditions and
the marine predator/prey field community and how
these factors affect juvenile salmon survival. CIMRS
is providing support for a graduate student in Fish-
eries and Wildlife to participate in this research, con-
centrating on the diet of forage fish, i.e., sardines,
smelt, herring. CIIVIRS scientists studying the patho-
gens and parasites of both juvenile salmon and their
competitors and predators help determine trophic
linkages not easily identified through gut content
analysis. During the coming year a postdoctoral fel-
low will integrate the multiyear field and laboratory
data into a comprehensive ecosystem model that in-
corporates data results of the physical environment
and trophic dynamics of these fish.

CIMRS scientists made good progress on all aspects
of the cooperative study on the feeding and growth
of juvenile salmonids off the Washington and Or-
egon Coast. Analysis of stomach contents from juve-
nile salmonids collected in 1998, 1999 and 2000 re-

vealed spatial and temporal variability in the diet
and relation of diet to available prey. Stomach con-
tents of predators of juvenile salmonids were also
analyzed. Physical oceanographic data were col-
lected to monitor the habitat of these fish as well and
growth rates were analyzed and compared for
tagged and untagged salmon. An integrated,
multiyear database will help fishery scientists deter-
mine which physical and biological processes influ-
ence salmon growth and survival and possibly what
species and stocks would be most affected.

Environmental Conservation - Quantifying Salmon Fit-
ness (Dr. Robert Olson, Coral Stafford)

Salmon health can be determined by measurements
of various physiological parameters, such as growth,
immune function and behavior. Several natural and
anthropogenic factors have the potential to alter
these processes in salmonids leading to reduced sur-
vival. This project assesses numerous abiotic vari-
ables (e.g., pH, temperature, salinity, DO, contami-
nants) and biotic variables, such as prevalence and
intensity of bacterial and parasitic salmonid patho-
gens and diet. In 2000, 60 Chinook salmon from the
Salmon River, Yaquina Bay, Alsea Bay, and Elk
River were collected and analyzed for gram-negative
bacteria that are causative agents of bacterial kidney
disease which is a chronic and often lethal disease in
salmon and viruses that can debilitate the fish so
that other pathogens or adverse environmental con-
ditions cause death. Two different techniques were
also compared this year, direct fluorescent antibody
test (DFAT) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for
the detection of Renibacterium salmoninarum. Occa-
sionally the test results agreed; confounding results
may be due to different sensitivities of each test to
low numbers of bacteria and the type of tissue
sampled. This year it appears that Elk River salmon
have the highest prevalence of bacteria relative to
fish from the Yaquina Bay, Alsea River or Salmon
River. Previous surveys had shown Elk River fish to
have the lowest prevalence of bacteria. Salmon from
the sites within the Salmon River that were once
diked had a greater pathogen prevalence than
salmon from sites that were never diked or salmon
collected from the estuary. Biological and physical
data are currently being entered into a variety of
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computer programs for statistical analyses and to
develop mathematical models that will help deter-
mine the relationships among the incidence of se-
lected pathogens and environmental variables on the
overall health of juvenile chinook salmon.

Fishery Resource Analysis and Monitoring (Curt
Whitmire, Graduate Student)

Partial support for a graduate student in OSU's Ma-
rine Resource Management Program has been pro-
vided under a collaborative project with NOAA to
develop a web site that displays the results of inte-
grating older fishery databases with new seafloor
imagery of the topography and bottom type of
Heceta Bank, Oregon, an important and previously
studied commercial fish habitat. Habitat character-
ization combined with detailed, quantitative fish

surveys will provide commercial fishermen and
regulators with a greater understanding of the fac-
tors required for accurate stock assessments. The
web site is located at www.newport.pmel.noaa.gov/
heceta.

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Research and Development
Pacific Coastal Ecology Branch

Walt Nelson, Branch Chief

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Research and Development
National Health and Environmental Effects
Laboratory
Pacific Coastal Ecology Branch

The Newport EPA research laboratory is part of the
Western Ecology Division, located in Corvallis,
Oregon. The research mission of the Pacific Coastal
Ecology Branch is to develop procedures to assess
the cumulative and interactive effects of human
activities on the ecological resources of estuaries of
the Pacific Northwest.

The high rate of human population growth in the
Pacific Northwest is subjecting estuaries and coastal
watersheds to many anthropogenic stresses. The
amount of this stress will continue to increase as
population growth continues and the Northwest
further develops economically. Stressors which
jeopardize the ecological sustainability of estuarine
and coastal watershed resources include watershed
alterations (e.g., urbanization, land use alteration,
road construction, agriculture and forestry practices)
such as increased nutrient and sedimentation loads,

habitat loss and alteration (e.g., landfill and dredg-
ing), planned and unplanned biotic introductions,
pollution, anthropogenic-caused algal blooms, and
extreme natural events such as floods, droughts, and
disease outbreaks. Determining the effect of stres-
sors is complicated by the fact that they have differ-
ent ecological effects and act at various, often over-
lapping, spatial and temporal scales.

The specific research focus for the Coastal Ecology
Branch is to define ecological processes and to
develop and evaluate models to predict stress-
response relationships for Pacific Northwest estuar-
ies at a range of spatial and temporal scales. The
research seeks to evaluate how specific estuarine
habitats, and particularly seagrasses and burrowing
shrimp, respond to a range of potential stressors
which may lead to habitat alteration. Additionally,
the research effort seeks to understand the influ-
ences of these stress factors at spatial scales from
local to regional, and seeks to develop indicators of
ecological condition which may be used to evaluate
estuarine status across multiple spatial scales. Cur-
rent projects include research on:

Estuarine biota-habitat relationships
Responses of estuarine ecological engineering

species to multiple abiotic stressors
Factors controlling distribution of native and

exotic seagrass species
Coastal shoreline development impacts on

estuarine landscape dynamics
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Effects of the nonindigenous seagrass Zostera
japonica on inorganic nutrient flux in the Yaquina
Bay estuary

Range expansion and reproductive ecology of
Zostera japonica, a non-native eelgrass in Yaquina
Bay

The impact of sediment sulfides on seagrasses
and associated fauna

Evaluation of watershed versus oceanic nutrient
inputs to Pacific Northwest estuaries

Assessment of distribution of non-indigenous
species in west coast estuaries

Research activities include large-scale (within and
among estuaries) field studies and laboratory inves-
tigations of relationships between stressors and
effects. During the past year, PCEB has assumed the
responsibility for administration of the Environmen-
tal Monitoring and Assessment Program Western
Coastal Pilot research program. The pilot program
is a five-year research effort to determine the condi-
tion of estuarine and near coastal resources of
Washington, Oregon and California, with prelimi-
nary efforts on two year duration in Alaska and
Hawaii. Research staff is currently 16 federal em-
ployees, 1 postdoctoral fellow, and 16 technical and
clerical contract support staff.

Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife

Marine Resources Program
Jim Golden, Acting Program Director

Staff members of the Department of Fish and Wildlife's
Marine Resources Program are located in the Newport
headquarters and at Astoria, Charleston, Tillamook,
and Brookings field offices with seasonal staff at all
ports along the Oregon coast. Staff includes about 45
year-round full-time employees and up to 60 seasonal
employees.

Marine Resources Program (MRP) is organized into
four sub-programs including: Administration, Re-
source Assessment and Analysis, Resource Monitor-
ing and Sampling, and Data Services. Administration
has experienced the biggest change in staffing this past
year. The Program Director, Neal Coenen, resigned
effective December 1, 2000 and took a job as the
Governor's Oregon Plan advisor. Jim Golden became
the acting Marine Resources Program Director. Joe
Rohleder, former Deputy Director of ODFW took a
temporary assignment as an assistant MRP director.
The Pacific Fishery Management Council (PFMC) con-
tinued to recommend additional restrictions on ground-
fish species as well as restrictions and impact assess-
ment on ESA listed salmonid stocks. Additional lim-
ited duration funding was added to MRP's budget
during the 1999-01 biennium to assist the Department

in collecting data and conducting studies to improve
the information base needed for management of
groundfish. In 2000, MRP carried out several research
initiatives planned in 1999. Project expenditures asso-
ciated with the groundfish crisis were used as match
for federal Groundfish Disaster Relief funds for the
fishing industry.

Several of the research initiatives planned in 1999 were
accomplished in 2000. These were: 1) studies of modi-
fied trawl gear designed to safely eliminate unwanted
bycatch or restricted species; 2) a study designed to
collect and validate length and age at maturity of
several rockfish species and petrale sole information
needed to improve stock assessments; 3) a lingcod
handling stress and mortality study; 4) a pilot survey
for juvenile rockfish in the nearshore; 5) a nearshore
and a fixed gear survey pilot project in which hook and
line and other gears were used to sample different
depth and habitat zones on Orford Reef; 6) additional
mapping studies of Oregon's nearshore reefs and asso-
ciated biological sampling; 7) observer trips on vessels
participating in Oregon's growing sardine fishery.

The MRP's salmon activities are directed towards two
areas of study. The Ocean Boat Sampling project
monitors and samples the ocean recreational ocean
boat fishery and the commercial troll salmon fishery.
The project has recently expanded coverage to most
Oregon coastal ports and time periods (March-Octo-
ber) to assess the recreational ocean fishery, improve
sampling efficiency, accommodate increased data
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needs, and manage affected stocks. The project inte-
grates its activities with MRP's marine recreational
non-salmonid finfish project to meet coastwide bio-
logical sampling objectives for lingcod, black rockfish,
and a variety of other species.

In addition, the project has implemented an intense
charter vessel "ride-along" at-sea observer program,
since 1999, to directly assess the new Oregon ocean
selective (hatchery fin-dipped only) recreational coho
fishery. A second salmon project conducts manage-
ment and stock assessment activities to evaluate coastal
wild Chinook populations as required under the Pa-
cific Salmon Treaty (PST). In 2000, the Coastal Chinook
Field Studies Project continues to build on field work
that directs activities in critical stock research and
development of field techniques to more closely deter-
mine actual ocean and spawning escapement, fore-
casting of adult abundance, and exploitation rates for
these stocks. Oregon's coastal Chinook stocks from the
Elk River, north to the Columbia River are heavy
contributors to ocean fisheries off Canada and SE
Alaska as well as off Oregon. Pacific Salmon Treaty
(Pacific Salmon Commission) funding has increased
substantially since 1999 to support this work.
Cooperative work continued with
versity (OSU) and University of Oregon's Oregon In-
stitute of Marine Biology (OIMB) graduate students
and staff in studies of the ecology and population
dynamics of finfish and invertebrates, and fisheries
economics. A new project studying the effects of han-
dling on stress and mortality of lingcod commenced in
May of 2000. The project is in cooperation with OSU's
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit and National
Marine Fisheries Service.

The commercial Dungeness crab fishery was Oregon's
most prominent marine commercial fishery in the
1999-00 fishery, with landings of 15.6 million pounds
(sixth highest since the late 1940's) and valued at a
record $31 million (ex-vessel). The current 2000-01
season is projected to harvest only about 7 million,
illustrating the cyclic nature of the species. The Marine
Program expanded its preseason at-sea crab quality
testing program in 2000, extending sampling into the
central and south Oregon coast areas. Oregon's crab
industry is also worried about the effects of a newly
implemented crab pot limitation program in Washing-
ton and more crab gear and vessels entering the Or-
egon fishery. It has asked ODFW to work with them to
evaluate a pot limitation program for Oregon in the
near future.

Finally, MRP staff revised commercial fishing rules
with two separate staff reports being prepared and
presented before the Fish and Wildlife Commission.
Additional restrictions were placed on the emerging
commercial live fish fishery including a size limit on
four species of rockfish, cabezon, and greenling, and a
prohibition on commercial fishing in Oregon's bays
and estuaries and off jetties. The latter restriction does
not apply to existing fisheries for herring, bait and
Dungeness crab. In separate action, the Commission
adopted modifications to our wildlife integrity rules,
which are designed to reduce impacts of non-indig-
enous species. The rules prohibit importation of cer-
tain wildlife species, including fish and invertebrates.
The program also completed a second edition of
"Oregon's Marine Fisheries"-A Status Report for 2000.
This report on Oregon's marine fisheries, stock status,
research needs and issues will be re-issued every two
years.
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National Marine Fisheries Service
Fisheries Behavioral Ecology Program,
Alaska Fisheries Science Center
Allan W. Stoner, Program Manager

The Fisheries Behavioral Ecology Program
focuses on understanding the role that behavior
plays in regulating growth, distribution, abundance
and survival of economically and ecologically
valuable fish species. Laboratory research is con-
ducted in two primary topics. Bycatch studies focus
on the potential for recovery of juvenile and adult
stages of marine fishes that initially survive capture
or are otherwise impacted by fishing gear. Behav-
ioral ecology research focuses on larval, juvenile and
adult stages of walleye pollock, sablefish and halibut
and their responses to environmental conditions and
how these influence distribution, growth and sur-
vival.

Experimental Bycatch Studies

Research on the survival of fish discarded by
commercial fisheries as bycatch continues to be a major
area of emphasis for the Fisheries Behavioral Ecology
Program. Many species, because they have a swim
bladder and are brought to the surface from great
depths, have little chance of survival after discard.
Therefore, our research has become centered on eco-
nomically important species which lack swim blad-
ders, such as sablefish, lingcod and halibut, which
have potential for survival after discard. Laboratory
investigations are conducted on the behavioral and
physiological effects of stress associated with capture
by trawling and hooking, utilizing specialized tem-
perature-controlled sea water tanks where fish can be
subjected to simulated capture stress and then moni-
tored during recovery. More specifically, these studies
are aimed at evaluating: 1) the potential for long-term
survival following capture; 2) whether fish that sur-
vive capture suffer deficits in behavioral and physi-
ological capabilities that may compromise their ability
to feed successfully and avoid predation; 3) whether
the capability of surviving and recovering from cap-

ture differs with age and species; 4) how environmen-
tal factors interact with stresses imposed by capture to
influence survival and recovery of behavioral and
physiological capabilities. Recent results have shown
that in sablefish, halibut and lingcod, survival and
recovery of orientation, recognition of species mates,
feeding, predator evasion and baseline physiology
after capture is dependant not only upon gear type
(towed net or longlining), but upon species as well as
fish age. These results show that simple generaliza-
tions about bycatch stress, behavioral deficits and
mortality among species is not possible. Interestingly,
temperature plays a major role in the magnification of
stress that is induced by capture. Exposure of sable-
fish, halibut or lingcod to temperatures ranging from
12 to 16°C after capture, a condition that is similar to
thermocline conditions and deck conditions off the
northwest coast of the U.S. and Canada during the
summer, results in magnification of behavioral and
physiological deficits as well as mortality. In addition,
light conditions in a net are important, with fish under
dark conditions being unable to orient or swim, a
condition that results in greater injury, behavioral
deficits and mortality. Clearly, such factors should be
considered when evaluating the potential impact of
bycatch upon fish stocks.

Recently, a second area of bycatch research has
been initiated, examining the fate of undersized fish
which escape through the meshes of trawls at depth,
and as a result, are never seen on deck. It has been
assumed that most of these fish survive and regulatory
agencies have seized upon minimum mesh sizes as a
tool to reduce the bycatch of undersized fish. How-
ever, by simulating the stressors that juvenile walleye
pollock and sablefish experience during trawl through-
passage in specialized tow-tanks and subsequently
monitoring their behavior in recovery arenas, it has
become apparent that these undersized fish suffer
significant deficits in their behavioral capabilities for
up to several days after their interaction with the trawl.
Most importantly, they become highly vulnerable to
predation, suggesting that many fish escaping trawls
may be consumed by larger fish, and as such, may
constitute a significant, unmeasured and unobserved
bycatch.
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Behavioral Ecology Research

Vision and Fish Behavior
The role of vision in fish foraging continues to be

an important research topic under investigation by the
Fisheries Behavioral Ecology Program. Specialized
infrared monitoring systems developed for this re-
search have allowed experimentation with fish under
the full range of light levels which they encounter at
various depths in the ocean, day or night. Recent
research demonstrates that juvenile halibut, like juve-
nile walleye pollock and sablefish, while being highly
visual foragers, are capable of locating and capturing
planktonic prey in complete darkness. This may play
a vital role in their feeding, growth and survival during
periods of prolonged darkness, such as winter at high
latitudes, or at depths where light in greatly reduced.

Experimentation has also progressed on the role
of light in mediating the interaction between fish and
commercial fishing gears. Recently completed experi-
ments have confirmed the results of earlier work,
demonstrating the ambient light is a critical factor
influencing how fish behave in trawls. When there is
ample light, walleye pollock orient themselves in the
direction of the tow, avoid the meshes of the net and
attempt to hold position relative to the net, i.e. herding.
In contrast, in the dark they are unable orient, fall
rapidly back into the codend and strike the meshes
more frequently. This suggests that fish which ulti-
mately escape through the codend, by virtue of their
small size, may incur greater physical injury when
trawled at night and/or depth. This concurs with field
research demonstrating greater mortality among un-
dersized fish escaping codend at night.

Contrasting Growth Patterns in Sablefish and Walleye
Pollock

Sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) and walleye pol-
lock (Theragra chalcogramma) are among the most valu-
able fishery species in North Pacific waters. Ecological
processes occurring during their early life history,
when both reside in the upper water column, are likely
to mediate year-class strength and subsequent recruit-
ment to adult stocks. We have examined a variety of
environmental factors that influence growth and sur-
vival in larval and early juvenile stages, and are com-
paring the two species for growth capacity and re-
sponses to fluctuations in food availability. Our labo-
ratory studies show that juvenile sablefish have an
extraordinarily high capacity for growth compared
with walleye pollock. We hypothesized that these
differences in intrinsic growth would affect the capac-

ity for each species to engage in compensatory growth,
whereby rapid growth in fish previously deprived of
food can catch up in body size with fish that continu-
ously receive unlimited food. Compensatory growth
is intriguing because it implies that fish normally grow
at less than maximal rates and that there are costs
involved with rapid growth.

In recent laboratory experiments, walleye pollock
exhibited clear evidence for growth compensationwhile
juvenile sablefish displayed minimal acceleration in
growth after a period of food deprivation. The mecha-
nisms involved in growth acceleration appear to differ
in the two species. After a period of food deprivation,
walleye pollock encountering high food abundance
compensate for earlier low growth by low activity
rates and higher food consumption rates than fish
supplied with continually high levels of food. Thus
pollock that have not been food-deprived appear to
sacrifice growth rate, perhaps to reduce predation risk.
In contrast, previously deprived sablefish were not
able to consume more food than control fish, and they
appear to maximize growth under most circumstances.
Other experiments have shown that walleye pollock
from both feeding histories swim equally well and
reach equal maximum speeds in a swim tube, while
previously deprived sablefish are unable to swim at
velocities achieved by control fish. This result also
suggests that sablefish maximize growth at the ex-
pense of other physiological and ecological factors.

Larval Studies with Walleye Pollock
Growth and survival of walleye pollock larvae

are linked to their distribution in the sea. Given the
weak swimming abilities of walleye pollock larvae,
behavioral control of distribution is primarily limited
to changes in depth which expose larvae to varying
current speeds and directions, as well as prey and
predator concentrations. Factors that control the ver-
tical distribution of pollock larvae have been investi-
gated under controlled conditions in the laboratory at
the HMSC. These studies have included consideration
of the role of light, gravity, mixing, temperature, and
prey scent and concentrations. Recent results have
demonstrated the importance of mixing to walleye
pollock. In gradients of mixing that originate from the
surface or the bottom of water columns, larvae were
attracted to low levels of mixing, but avoided higher
levels and lost swimming ability above a threshold of
mixing. These observations correspond to patterns
observed for walleye pollock larvae in the Gulf of
Alaska, where larvae move downwards in response to
wind mixing caused by the passage of storm fronts and
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survival of larvae is decreased during years of above
average wind mixing.

Habitat Studies with Halibut
While commercial-scale fishing for Pacific halibut

spans Oregon to Alaska, the primary nursery grounds
for fish up to two or three years old are located in the
Gulf of Alaska and the southern Bering Sea. Despite
the high value of the halibut fishery, relatively little is
known about its early life history. During the last year
age-0 halibut were transported from Kodiak, Alaska to
the HMSC and laboratory facilities were modified to
maintain flatfishes for long-term studies. Initial re-
search indicates that habitat preferences related to
sediment shift rapidly with fish size during the first

year of life in the benthos; these results are being
combined with analysis of field data from the Gulf of
Alaska to characterize the critical habitat for young
halibut. It was also learned that age-0 fish have a
strong affinity for habitat with structural complexity,
such as sand waves, sponges, bryozoans, and other
substrata that are susceptible to impact by towed fish-
ing gear. Future experiments will be used to investi-
gate further size-specific habitat preferences and inter-
actions related to light, temperature, physical struc-
ture, and predator-prey relationships.

National Marine Fisheries Service
Northwest Fisheries Science Center

I. Administration (Bruce McCain, NRS Facilities
Manager)

Progress continues towards constructing a
new building on NOAA property located
northeast of our current facilities. The archi-
tect, gLAs Architectural Group of Eugene,
OR, completed the design of a 15,000 sq. ft.
building, and bids from prospective general
contractors were solicited and accepted.
Construction is scheduled to begin in August
of 2001, with occupancy expected by Fall,
2002.

IL Environmental Conservation Division (ECD)
(NWFSC: Mary Arkoosh, Ethan Clemons, and Anna
Kagley; and CIMRS Fellow: Coral Stafford)

Research conducted by the staff of the ECD
at the HMSC continues to focus on interrela-
tionships among host resistance, environ-
mental stressors (e.g. pollution), and infec-
tious pathogens. Previous research showed
that exposure to pollutants can lead to
defects of the immune system and to an
increase in disease susceptibility in juvenile

chinook salmon (0. tshawytscha). Whether
pollution influences natural disease out-
breaks in host populations, including
salmon, is currently unknown. However,
recent studies of natural fish populations by
other researchers have demonstrated that
infectious disease-induced mortality can
significantly affect the structure of a host
population; for example, by reducing its
numbers.

To understand the impact of disease in
salmon populations, the prevalence of patho-
gens in various populations of juvenile
salmonids is being evaluated. Initial studies
examined juvenile fall chinook salmon from
several Oregon coastal estuaries. Prelimi-
nary data reveal that selected bacterial,
parasitic, and viral agents are integral com-
ponents in all systems studied, although their
intensities and prevalences varied.

Studies have been extended to include
salmon with different life histories (juvenile
coho salmon, which move rapidly through
estuaries, as well as juvenile ocean-type
chinook salmon, which spend up to several
weeks in estuaries). The spatial scale has also
been expanded to include salmon popula-
tions from Washington and California coastal
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estuaries. The measurements of other physi-
ological parameters of salmon, such as
growth, bioenergetics, and diet, as well as
various estuarine measurements (contami-
nants, temperature, salinity, dissolved oxy-
gen and pH) have been induded. The inves-
tigation of these physiological and environ-
mental variables will help to determine how
they contribute to pathogen prevalence,
disease, and survival of juvenile Pacific
salmon.

Laboratory studies were undertaken this
year to address the possible effects of dams
(a specific environmental stressor) on im-
mune function. The following hypothesis
was studied: "Adult return rates of Snake
River spring/summer chinook salmon are
substantially decreased due to detrimental
effects of passage through bypass systems
and by transportation of fish collected at
Snake River dams". These studies are being
performed in conjunction with scientists
from NWFSC's Fish Ecology and REUT
Divisions. Disease susceptibility of spring
chinook salmon smolts with single and
multiple bypass system passage histories, as
well as barged fish are being compared.

IQ. Fish Ecology Division (NWFSC: Dr. William
Peterson, Robert Emmett, Dr. Kym Jacobson, Dr. Ric
Brodeur, Dan Bottom; CIMRS Fellows: Cheryl
Morgan, Leah Feinberg, Greg Krutzikowsky, Jackie
Popp-Noskov, Anders Roestad, and Robert
Schabetsberger, Rebecca Baldwin, Todd Sandell,
Julie Keister; OSU Graduate Students: Todd Miller
and Jaime Gomez)

Fish Ecology Division staff at the HMSC are all
members of the Estuarine and Ocean Ecology Pro-
gram (EOEP). The EOEP investigates the ecological
linkages in the California Current and Columbia
River plume among zooplankton and fishes, includ-
ing sardines, anchovy and herring with an emphasis
on factors affecting Pacific salmon in the Pacific
Northwest. Emphasis is also placed on utilizing an
ecosystem-based approach to investigate the biotic
and abiotic factors that control growth, distribution,
health and survival of important fish species and on
the processes driving population fluctuations.
Ultimately, the ecosystem-based research will be

applied to management of fish stocks off the Oregon
coast. Several research programs are in place which
include both monitoring and process studies and all
involve extensive collaboration with scientists from
Oregon State University, Oregon Graduate Institute,
Department of Fisheries and Oceans/Canada,
NOAA/Northwest Fisheries Science Center/Seattle,
and Humboldt State University.

Coastal Monitoring

A research program involving at-sea sampling 2-3
times per month at stations 1, 3, 5, 10 and 15 miles
west of Newport was continued under the leader-
ship of Dr. William (Bill) Peterson. Each station is
monitored biweekly for temperature and salinity
profiles. Samples are taken for later analysis of
nutrients and phytoplankton (estimated from chlo-
rophyll concentrations). Plankton tows are made to
estimate abundance of species of zooplankton.
These data have been compared to data collected in
the 1970s from the same locations. They established
that this year, 2001, marks the third year of cold,
productive ocean conditions which is good news for
salmon. Monitoring began in 1996 and for the first
three years (through 1998), zooplankton biomass
was low and there was a high incidence of subtropi-
cal species in coastal waters. Euphausiids, a key
forage item for rockfish, salmon, and Pacific whiting
were in low numbers and spawned only once per
year, in late summer. Beginning in 1999, commensu-
rate with cool ocean conditions, their spawning
season was expanded to include April through
September. This trend continued in 2000. In 2001,
spawning was seen in February, the earliest ever
recorded.

GLOBEC Investigations

Several GLOBEC oceanographic cruises were con-
ducted this past year involving Dr. Peterson and
four CIMRS fellows. During these cruises, the team
surveyed hydrography and zooplankton in relation
to mesoscale oceanographic features off central and
southern Oregon. The main purpose of these cruises
was to determine if upwelling jets, upwelling fronts,
warm core eddies, and cold water streamers associ-
ated with topographic structures (Stonewall Bank,
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Heceta Bank, Cape Blanco) are hydrographic fea-
tures that result in higher than normal concentra-
tions of nutrients, phytoplankton and zooplankton.
In addition, part of the project was designed to
determine if juvenile salmonids and other small
pelagic fishes, as well as birds and mammals, have
higher abundance in or near these mesoscale fea-
tures. The results of these cruises showed high
concentrations of zooplankton associated with the
upwelling front and large concentrations of eu-
phausiid larvae and juveniles in a small (30 km
diameter) warm eddy on Heceta Bank and in a 200
km diameter warm eddy immediately south of
Heceta Bank.

As part of the GLOBEC cruises, a high frequency
acoustics package (Fin Inc.), with 38, 120, 200 and
420 kHz transducers, is towed to study spatial
variations in biomass of euphausiids and other large
zooplankton in relation to hydrographic features.
Dr. Peterson and a CIMRS fellow sampled the
zooplankton at 20 stations per cruise to verify the
identity of acoustic
targets. They determined that there is a high biom-
ass of euphausiids on the continental shelf near the
sea floor during daytime hours and that these
animals migrate to the sea surface at night. In
offshore waters, euphausiids live between depths of
200-300 m by day but migrate to the sea surface at
night. Copepods are most abundant on the shelf but
show very little difference in preferred depths by
day or night. These scientists are currently working
on the associated plankton samples so that the
biomass of sampled plankton can be compared to
biomass estimated from acoustics calculations.

Companion GLOBEC studies by Dr. Ric Brodeur,
Dr. Kym Jacobson, and Robert Emmett are being
continued for the next 4 years to investigate distribu-
tion, abundance, growth, food habits, and condition
of juvenile salmon off Southern Oregon and North-
ern California. Determination of the associated
pelagic nekton, including potential competitors and
predators, will provide clues regarding the relation-
ship between oceanographic conditions and the

abundance and health of salmon during their first
summer at sea. A CIMRS fellow is also examining
the distribution and habitat associations of nekton.
Todd Miller (a graduate student) is examining the
feeding relationships among salmon and other
nekton. A companion study conducted by Dr.
Cyndy Tynan will evaluate the ecosystem impact of
top-trophic level predators (marine mammals and
sea birds) on the success of juvenile salmon in these
diverse oceanographic habitats.

Dr. Jacobson, with the assistance of a CIMRS fellow,
is conducting an additional study, funded by U.S.
GLOBEC, to incorporate macroparasite data of
juvenile salmon off Southern Oregon and Northern
California into trophic studies of the juvenile salmon
food web. These data on parasite assemblages can
provide long-term feeding habit information about
juvenile salmon and their predators and competi-
tors, augmenting the group's ecosystem approach to
understanding factors that contribute to salmon
population fluctuations.

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Investiga-
tions

The BPA is funding a program that involves the
study of predator/prey relationships among hake,
mackerel and juvenile salmon off the coasts of
Oregon and Washington under the leadership of
Robert Emmett. Funding for this work has come
from the Bonneville Power Administration. Cruises
are conducted every 10 days off Willapa Bay, the
Columbia River, and Cape Falcon. Predators and
prey are sampled with a pelagic trawl at night to
determine if hake and mackerel are significant
predators on juvenile salmonids. The hypothesis
being tested states that recent increases in abun-
dances of predators may explain the recent declines
in juvenile salmonid abundances. A CIMRS fellow
is responsible for analyzing the stomach contents of
the predatory fishes.

Another major investigation is examining the corre-
lation between salmon growth and survival and the
unique physical and biological characteristics of the
Columbia River plume. This work is also funded by
the Bonneville Power Administration and is being
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performed in collaboration with scientists from the
Oregon Graduate Institute in Beaverton. Project
scientists are asking a number of questions about the
plume:

Are juvenile salmon more abundant there than
elsewhere along the Washington-Oregon coast?
(Early sampling indicates they may be. More than
half of the juveniles caught in June and September
were netted in the plume.)

Are growth rates and overall weight and length
higher in the plume?

Do higher nutrient concentrations in the plume
enhance food availability?

Program scientists are collecting information on the
distribution and abundance of salmon and other
species in the upper water column, both in the
plume and in coastal waters. These data will be
related to ocean conditions and compared to data
collected in the 1980s. Salmonid growth, condition,
pathogen load, food habits, and prey fields are being
measured and related to ocean conditions in and
around the plume. Scientists involved with this
work include Drs. Bill Peterson, Ric Brodeur and
Kym Jacobson. Also, a CIMRS fellow developed and
maintains the extensive Microsoft Access database of
physical and biological data and works with Dr.
Peterson on analysis of zooplankton samples. A
CIMRS fellow analyzes juvenile salmon stomach
contents under the supervision of Dr. Brodeur.

In another project funded by the Bonneville Power
Authority, Dr. Peterson and a CIMRS fellow studied
juvenile salmonids in the Washington/Oregon
coastal zone. After three years of sampling, they
established that coho and chinook salmon juveniles
are restricted entirely to coastal waters. Chinook
were found at stations with shallower water depths
than coho. In fact, through analysis of their data
along with historical data collected by Dr. Bill Pearcy
of OSU, they established that the two species main-
tain a constant depth separation that is, the
maximum depth where 80% of the coho juveniles
were found was 0.63 times the maximum depth at
which 80% of the chinook juveniles were found.
Juvenile salmonids were found in zones with the
highest copepod biomass. Though juvenile salmo-
nids do not feed on copepods, they are living in
zones where productivity is highest and, presum-
ably, their preferred prey have high abundance
(small juvenile fishes, amphipods, euphausiids, crab
larvae, and pteropods).

Dr. Kym Jacobson, with the assistance of a CIMRS
fellow, is developing a unique program to evaluate
the ecology of disease and the importance of disease
processes that affect the population ecology of
salmon in the estuary and ocean environments. With
funding from the Bonneville Power Administration
and the U.S. GLOBEC Program, the potential contri-
bution of salmon pathogens (viruses, bacteria and
macroparasites) to growth and survival of salmon is
being examined in ocean juveniles along the North-
ern California coast. The results will be related to
results of similar research being conducted by Fish
Ecology scientists at the NWFSC in Seattle on the
same species, and will also be compared to the
results of studies conducted in Oregon and Wash-
ington estuaries by scientists within the Environ-
mental Conservation Division. These later studies
are aimed at gaining a better understanding of the
contribution of infectious agents to salmonid mortal-
ity.

Salmon Recovery Planning

Formal recovery planning for salmon populations
listed under the Endangered Species Act is a com-
plex process involving both scientists and
policymakers. NMFS is forming recovery teams to
create plans for all listed salmon in several broad
geographic areas. (For more information about the
process, see http: / /www.nwfsc.noaa.gov /cbd /trt/
.) The first step in this process is establishing bio-
logical goals for the recovery of salmonid species, a
task that is assigned to "Technical Recovery Teams"
(TRTs). Dr. Tom Wainwright is co-leader of the
Southern Oregon/Northern California TRT, which
considers listed salmonids in the Rogue, Klamath,
and Trinity River basins and smaller streams in that
region. This work involves identifying independent
populations in the region using genetic, habitat, and
behavior information and assessing conditions for
viability of the populations identified. The work is
done in collaboration with scientists from the NMFS
Northwest and Southwest regions, Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife, California Department of
Fish and Game, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Department
of the Interior, tribal agencies, and universities.

IV. Fishery Resource Analysis and Monitoring
Division (FRAMD)
(NWFSC) Cyreis Schmitt, Michael Schirripa, Jean
Rogers, Tonya Builder, Keith Bosley, Dan
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Kamikawa, Waldo Wakefield, Hunter Lenihan, Erica
Fruh, Heather Stout, Julia Clemons, Kevin Piner, Jim
Bottom, Mary Craig, Carol Ksycinski, Jim Miller,
and Bruce McCain); Ageing Unit/Pacific States
Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC)/ Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW): Marion
Mann, Ernest Wheeler, Jennifer Menkel, Bruce
Pederson, and Patrick McDonald; and OSU Gradu-
ate Students: Stacey Miller and Curt Whitmire.

FRAMD consists of a multi-disciplinary team with
expertise in fishery biology and ecology, stock
assessment, mathematical modeling, statistics,
computer science, and field sampling techniques.
Additional members of this program are stationed at
the NWFSC in Seattle. Together, they work to
develop and provide scientific information neces-
sary for managing West Coast marine fisheries and
strive to provide useful and reliable stock assess-
ment data with which fishery managers can set
ecologically safe and economically valuable harvest
levels. FRAM researchers develop models for
managing multispecies fisheries; design programs to
provide information on the extent and characteristics
of bycatch in commercial fisheries, as they look at
methods to reduce fisheries bycatch; characterize
essential habitats for key groundfish species; and
investigate the design, feasibility, function, and
value of marine protected areas.

Stock Assessments

In 2000, FRAMD was involved in a variety of stock
assessment efforts. A stock assessment of bank
rockfish (Sebastes rufus) was completed by Dr. Kevin
Piner using a modified stock reduction model in
stock synthesis. Results indicated that bank rockfish
population size had declined primarily in the period
prior to the early 1990's but that population levels
have been relatively stable since that time. The
results were hampered by the lack of field surveys to
reliably assess this species and by the inability to
estimate recruitment due to the lack of substantive
data on young age classes.

An assessment of darkblotched rockfish (Sebastes
crameri) off the contiguous U.S. West Coast was
completed by Dr. Jean Rogers. She used the length-

based version of the Stock Synthesis Model to
estimate population sizes. Fishery data included
commercial catches, and length and age frequency
distributions. Fishery independent data included a
biomass index and length and age frequency compo-
sitions from the NMFS triennial shelf, slope, and
Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus) surveys. Experi-
mental logbook and Pacific ocean perch bycatch
indices were also considered. All indices indicated a
decline in biomass after the middle to late 1980's.
Darkblotched rockfish was declared overfished
(spawning stock biomass was less than 25% of the
unfished level) and a rebuilding plan is being devel-
oped.

Cyreis Schmitt coordinated the Stock Assessment
and Review (STAR) process for assessment of West
Coast groundfish. Review panels were convened to
review assessments for lingcod, bank rockfish,
darkblotched rockfish, yellowtail rockfish, Pacific
ocean perch, and widow rockfish.

Stacey Miller, a graduate student, in cooperation
with Tonya Builder, began developing a database of
information on the basic life-history characteristics,
geographic distribution, habitat requirements, and
abundance of slope groundfish species that have not
previously been the subject of formal stock assess-
ments. Information to be incorporated into the
database for each species included: 1) geographic
range; 2) the types of commercial and sport fisheries
that are used to harvest them; 3) essential habitat
requirements; 4) important life-history characteris-
tics, such as reproductive strategy and age structure;
genetic information; 4) survey information; 5) his-
torical trends in stock abundance; and 6) the current
status of the stock, if known.

This project will likely be expanded to other species
complexes in future years, and the compiled infor-
mation will be used to evaluate potential methods
for assessing the status of stocks.

Endangered Species Act Status Reviews

FRAMD scientists, including Heather Stout, Tonya
Builder, Cyreis Schmitt, and Bruce McCain, were
part of a team of NMFS scientists that responded to
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a petition submitted in 1999 to list 18 species of
marine fish in Puget Sound under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). NMFS initiated status reviews of
seven of these species. The NMFS team formed
biological review teams (BRTs), composed of Federal
scientists with expertise in one or more of these
species, to conduct reviews of their status. Three
BRTs were formed: one for the gadids [Pacific cod
(Gadus macrocephalus) and hake (Merluccius
productus), and walleye pollock (Theragra
chalcogramma)], one for the rockfish [copper (Sebastes
caurinus), quillback (S. malinger), and brown (S.
auriculatus) rockfish)], and one for Pacific herring
(Clupea pallasi). The status reviews summarized the
biological and environmental information that were
gathered in that process and the preliminary conclu-
sions reached by the BRT. The two major compo-
nents of the process were to identify one or more
"distinct population segments" (DPSs) for each
species, and to evaluate whether the populations
within those DPSs are undergoing severe declines in
abundance or if they have substantial risks of extinc-
tion. The results of the BRT process were published
in the Federal Register and in three NOAA Technical
Memoranda.

The majority opinion of the BRTs was that none of
. the seven species are in danger of extinction, nor are
they likely to become so in the foreseeable future if
present trends continue. It was believed that Pacific
cod and walleye pollock in Puget Sound are on the
southern fringe of populations that inhabit the NE
Pacific Ocean. Pacific hake in Puget Sound and in
the Strait of Georgia are very likely distinct from
coastal populations. Although there have been
major population declines of hake in Puget Sound,
populations in the Strait of Georgia have been
healthy until recently. Therefore, Pacific hake are
considered a "candidate species" until additional
data on their status in the Strait of Georgia can be
obtained. The populations of rockfish species in
Puget Sound have also declined over the last two
decades, but they appear to have stabilized during
the last 5 or 6 years. Pacific herring spawning stocks
were considered to be part of a population that
included Puget Sound and the Strait of Georgia.
With the exception of a few stocks, the overall
herring population is considered healthy.

Research Plans

Staff from FRAMD, including Cyreis Schmitt,

worked with staff from other NMFS science centers
on the West Coast to produce a NMFS comprehen-
sive research plan for West Coast Groundfish. The
plan will guide NMFS groundfish research coast-
wide for the next three to five years. It is intended to
identify scientific information needed for manage-
ment to achieve healthy fish stocks important to
fisheries. The plan is also designed to identify
research priorities.

The plan describes what is currently being done by
NMFS and what data are still needed for effective
West Coast groundfish management. To complete
the document, NMFS incorporated scientific peer
review comments, as well as comments gathered at
four public meetings along the coast and from
Pacific Fisheries Management Council advisory
bodies.

According to the Plan, a coast-wide research forum
will meet each year to discuss what research needs
to be done and to determine what can be done at
existing funding levels. The research forum will also
prioritize research projects; identify other critical
research needs; promote cooperative research and
collaboration; and pursue strategies to acquire
additional funding and other resources.

FRAMD recently joined with other regional West
Coast research programs to initiate a systematic
approach to classifying shallow and deep water
marine habitats. In small specific geographic areas,
the relationship between groundfish assemblages
and their habitats has been studied using in situ
methodologies in some cases using remote geo-
physical mapping techniques. The challenge here is
to efficiently relate small-scale observations and
assessments of animal-habitat associations to the
large geographic scales on which demersal fisheries
operate. Large-scale seafloor habitat characteriza-
tions are also critical to accurately assess groundfish
populations on a spatial scale pertinent to animal
distributions, fisheries, and those physical, biological
and anthropological processes (e.g., fishing gear
impacts) that influence them. Consideration of these
factors led to the formation of an interdisciplinary
team of researchers from the NW and SW Fisheries
Science Centers, the Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory, Oregon State University, Washington
State University, and a host of other government,
academic, and private institutions, and to comple-
tion of a successful proposal to initiate a project to
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study Heceta Bank, Oregon (see Habitat Investiga-
tions section below).

Another plan, the Nearshore Rockfish Research
Proposal, grew out of concerns about the health of
nearshore rockfishes and their ecology. Cyreis
Schmitt participated in an effort to form a partner-
ship between NOAA and the Coastal States Organi-
zation. The resulting project outlines a regional,
multi-year, interdisciplinary research program of
scientific research for nearshore rockfish, associated
species, their habitats, and ecological relationships
along the West Coast. The research would involve
state, federal, and university scientists, and local
fishermen in a three-part program: 1) a suite of
comparable site-based studies in seven study re-
gions along the entire coast; 2) broad scale studies
such as genetics, stock assessments, and population
models for nearshore species, and studies of man-
agement alternatives; and 3) communication, out-
reach, and feedback from managers, scientists,
fishermen, and local communities through the life of
the program.

Habitat Investigations

In June 2000, a multidisciplinary team consisting of
marine geologists, fisheries scientists, invertebrate
biologists and ecologists, conservation biologists,
commercial fisherman and educators (including Dr.
Waldo Wakefield, Keith Bosley, and Julia
Clemons) participated in a 10-day cruise to explore
and intensively sample several transects on Heceta
Bank.

The interdisciplinary group of scientists continued to
work on the data and samples collected in prepara-
tion for their second field season in June / July 2001.
The second cruise will represent an on-going
NOAA/National Underwater Research Program
(NURP) program (West Coast and Polar Regions
Undersea Research Center) to conduct an interdisci-
plinary and comprehensive study of the habitats of
Heceta Bank, using state-of-the-art survey strategies,
instrumentation, and data analysis. The overall
project focuses on the following questions: 1) At
what scales are there quantifiable relationships
between groundfish populations and morphology/

texture?; 2) What are the factors that control these
relationships?; 3) What changes have occurred in the
fish populations and habitat after a decade?; and 4)
What is the likelihood of the existence of natural
refugia on the Bank?

Field Surveys

A number of members of FRAMD, including Tonya
Builder, Keith Bosley, Dan Kamikawa, Dr.Waldo
Wakefield, and Dr. Kevin Piner, participated in the
third annual bottom trawl resource survey for Dover
sole, sablefish, shortspine and longspine
thornyheads, and other groundfish inhabiting the
slope zone (100 to 700 fathoms deep) off the coasts of
Washington, Oregon, and California. These surveys
are designed to provide information to determine
the relative abundance of these species in the region
and to characterize their distribution. Chartered
commercial fishing vessels were used to conduct
independent, replicate surveys using standard trawl
gear to match the boats' characteristics. The fishing
vessels Coast Pride, Excalibur, Sea Eagle, and Captain
Jack were contracted to survey the area from Cape
Flattery, WA, to Pt. Conception, CA, beginning the
first week of July and continuing through Septem-
ber. Each vessel was chartered for four weeks. They
operated in pairs, alternating transects along the
coast. The survey followed a stratified random
sampling scheme with 15-minute tows, at five
stations at randomly selected depths ranging from
100 to 700 fathoms, and arranged along east-west
transects. The transects were spaced 10 minutes of
latitude apart. Each vessel occupied a unique set of
20 transects covering the entire north-south extent of
the survey.

Other FRAMD research projects at HMSC during the
past year included:

A pilot study initiated in 1999 to determine the
feasibility of using a survey of pelagic juvenile
sablefish to estimate year-class strength, was contin-
ued in 2000. The survey (conducted by Dr. Steve
Berkeley of OSU with funding from FRAMD, and in
cooperation with Dr. Michael Schirripa) focused on
sampling stations off of Oregon. Stationswere 2.5
run apart starting at the 60 fm contour. The results
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showed that there was no statistical difference in
abundance of juvenile sablefish between 1999 and
2000 along the Oregon transect line. Power tests
indicated that the current sampling design would
have a high probability of detecting population
differences of 100%. Results also indicated that
small differences in survival rate during the
neustonic larval and early juvenile period could
explain all observed differences in year class
strength (as estimated by stock assessments). This
suggests that growth rate, which would determine
stage duration, is potentially very important in
determining year-class size.

The NWFSC provided funds for the Cooperative
Ageing Project (CAP) located among FRAM staff at
the HMSC. CAP consists of a team of specialists
who determine age and other information about
groundfish using the ear bone (otolith) of fish.
Researchers use data on the ages of fish for stock
assessments and for studies of growth and fish
movement. CAP is a cooperative effort among the
ODFW, NWFSC, and Pacific States Marine Fisheries
Commission. This past year, CAP in cooperation
with Dr. Kevin Piner, evaluated age determination
methods for shortspine thornyhead (Sebastolobus
alascanus). Five otolith preparation methods were
compared to determine the effects of the preparation
methods on the ages produced. In addition, growth
models generated from the results from each
method were compared with growth predicted from
tag-recapture data. Results indicated that prepara-
tion method was influential on age estimates and
that the estimates were highly variable. No prepara-
tion method was proven to be superior. The appro-
priate method for age determination of this species
is still uncertain.

I Dan Kamikawa coordinated a pilot study on the
effects of capture and retention on sablefish length.
Questions from law enforcement regarding the
effects of commercial fishing operations on the
length of retained sablefish prompted this study.
During the FRAMD's slope trawl survey, scientists
randomly selected sablefish from the catch and
marked them with a numbered disk tag. Fish were
measured to the nearest mm fork length and placed
on ice in the fish hold. The tagged fish were recov-
ered prior to and during offloading and were mea-
sured again prior to delivery to processors. The
results indicated that sablefish shrank an average of
1cm during storage.

The Fishing Industry and Research Scientists
Together (FIRST) Project was a cooperative project
involving the NMFS, Oregon seafood processing
plants, and the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife (ODF&W). This study was an OSU thesis
project for Tonya Builder, who explored the feasibil-
ity of implementing a more comprehensive coopera-
tive sampling program for Pacific West Coast
groundfish in the future with the goal of improving
the precision and accuracy of estimates derived from
the samples. Fishery dependent datalength
distributions, sex ratios, maturity schedules, and
species composition of landed catchesare neces-
sary for stock assessments. These data are currently
collected by state port biologists using a sampling
design that randomly selects samples from a small
percentage of a large target population. Sampling
programs may need to increase the sample size and
possibly expand data collection times into evenings
and weekends. This must also be accomplished in
an economically reasonable manner, which is a
significant challenge. Working cooperatively with
the seafood processing plants is one way to meet
these challenges.

The FIRST Project explored the feasibility of imple-
menting a cooperative sampling program for Pacific
West Coast groundfish to improve the precision and
accuracy of estimates derived from the fishery
dependent samples. The study was a cooperative
project utilizing seafood processing plant workers to
collect fish length frequency data. There is evidence
that the seafood plant workers can measure fish with
reasonable accuracy. This cooperative effort has the
potential to dramatically increase the sample size
and the coverage of sampled catch landings.

As part of their efforts to communicate ground-
fish issues and FRAMD research activities to the
general public, Dr. McCain and Jim Bottom con-
tinued to collaborate with staff of the HMSC's
Visitor Center on an exhibit featuring sablefish and
other fish species. The exhibit consists of a large
seawater aquarium and a visitor-activated com-
puter monitor that offers two repeating videos of
about 3 min. duration each. The videos describe
the life history, commercial importance, and popu-
lation status of sablefish. Each video presents a
short summary of different types of sablefish
research being conducted at the HMSC.
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
Ocean Environment Research Division
Stephen Hammond, Division Leader

(Investigators: Dr. Robert Embley, Dr. Christopher
Fox, Dr. John Lupton)

The 2000 fiscal year was a productive one for
NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
research staff at the OSU Hatfield Marine Science
Center. The Division's team of Principal Investiga-
tors, which also includes scientists and technical
support staff working through the Oregon State
University, Cooperative Institute for Marine Re-
sources Studies, made achieved a number of suc-
cesses in their ongoing efforts focused on submarine
volcanic and hydrothermal activity, relationships
between groundfish habitat and geology, and the
acoustic study of North Pacific whales.

One major accomplishment was the successful year-
long deployment of a state-of-the-art deep ocean
sensor package which included several temperature
probes and a camera. The system, called NeMO Net,
was deployed in the caldera of a mile-deep active
volcano located approximately 300 miles off the
northern Oregon coast. NeMO Net features the
capability of providing near-real time data which is
acoustically transmitted from the bottom-mounted
sensors to a surface buoy. Transmitters on board the
buoy, in turn, send the data through several satellite
systems to PMEL where it is then made accessible to
anyone via the Internet. A unique feature of NeMO
Net is that anyone with access to the Internet can
transmit commands to the seafloor system in order
to have the system perform specific tasks. NeMO
Net worked flawlessly for the entire year. Late in
the fiscal year, a new NeMO Net system was com-
pleted which will make near-real-time, two-way
communications available to a novel instrument
package including a multi-species chemical labora-
tory.

Another major accomplishment during the year was
the successful planning and subsequent funding of

two cruises supported by the new NOAA Ocean
Exploration program. These cruises, one focused on
an interdisciplinary exploration of the Astoria
Canyon off the mouth of the Columbia River and the
other to continue a collaborative investigation with
scientists from the Northwest Fisheries Science
Center, marked the first expeditions supported by
the Ocean Exploration program. The Astoria Can-
yon cruise will investigate the geology, oceanogra-
phy, and biology of the canyonwhich has not been
studied for more than 30 years. The groundfish
study integrates the expertise of seafloor geologists
with fisheries biologists in order to discover relation-
ships between the character of the seafloor and the
year-to-year varying abundance of commercially
important groundfish species. This investigation
will take place on the Heceta Bank, known to be an
important groundfish habitat off the central and
southern Oregon coast.

The year also marked continuing success of the
unique PMEL t-phase real-time acoustic detection
project. Scientist involved in this project use U.S.
Navy hydrophones to detect and locate submarine
volcanic eruptions. The eruptions are then studied
to determine their ocean environmental impacts.
The Navy hydrophones are also utilized to detect
the calls of whales. This aspect of the hydrophone
project continues to detect and track several species
of whales in the North and Equatorial Pacific. This
work is producing new discoveries about whale
migration patterns and the geographic boundaries of
some whale populations. During the year, the Navy
hydrophones were again supplemented by the
deployment of arrays of autonomous hydrophones
which both extend and refine the area of the Pacific
being acoustically monitored.

Communication of the group's scientific and techni-
cal achievements and educational outreach continue
to be high priorities. During the year, new, state-of-
the-art, interactive websites were designed for
several of the projects. They can be viewed at:

http: / /www.pmel.noaa.gov /vents /nemo /
index.html
http: / /www.pmel.noaa.gov /vents /nemo /
explorer.html
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Oregon Coastal Field Office

The Oregon Coastal Field Office supports U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service(Service) employees from the
National Wildlife Refuge Division and the
Division of Ecological Services. The refuge person-
nel are responsible for the operations and manage-
ment of six National Wildlife Refuges (NWR's)
spanning the Oregon coastline. These refuges
include three estuarine refuges (Bandon Marsh,
Nestucca Bay, and Siletz Bay), two marine refuges
(Three Arch Rocks and Oregon Islands), and a small
old-growth forest refuge at Cape Meares. Currently,
Oregon Coastal Refuges have five permanent
employees and up to 3 temporary employees. The
staff focuses on six priorities: 1) land acquisition, 2)
habitat management and restoration, 3) biological
surveys, 4) monitoring, 5) research, and 6) environ-
mental education and outreach.

The Oregon Coast National Wildlife Refuge Com-
plex has a very active land acquisition program at
Siletz Bay, Nestucca Bay, and Bandon Marsh ref-
uges. At Bandon Marsh NWR, lands are being
acquired along the lower Coquille River where the
refuge is planning to restore over 400 acres of tidal
marsh, making this project one of the larger
saltmarsh restoration efforts in the Pacific North-
west.

The Service began acquiring lands within and
around Neskowin Marsh this year. By the end of
2001, the Service will own approximately 3/4 of the
marsh. This unique wetland contains a variety of
freshwater wetland types including bogs and fens,
some of which are exceedingly rare both on the
Oregon coast and throughout the Pacific Northwest.

Annual wildlife surveys induded the monitoring of
nesting seabirds (esp. common murre and Brandt's
Cormorant), peregrine falcons, bald eagles,
Aleutian and dusky Canada geese, black brant, and
wintering waterfowl. Special studies were initiated
on the fisheries use of Siletz Bay wetlands. The study
is being done in cooperation with the Confederated
Tribes of Siletz Indians and the U.S. Forest Service.

Projects to improve public use or improve habitat or
facilities that have been recently accomplished or
will be initiated in 2001 include:

Repair of north stairs at Coquille Point,

Construction and restoration of the Simpson
Reef interpretive overlook at Cape Arago State Park,
a project in partnership with Oregon State Parks,
Oregon Department of Transportation, and the
Federal Highway Administration,

Reforestation of a sizable tract of upland at
Nestucca Bay NWR and pasture restoration to
provide habitat for dusky Canada geese

Deployment of regulatory buoys around Three
Arch Rocks NWR for added protection of seabirds
and marine mammals,

Planning and preparation for wetland restora-
tion projects at Nestucca Bay, Siletz Bay, and Bandon
Marsh NWR's,

Structure removal and build home at Bandon
Marsh

Ecological Services staff in the office are charged
with advancing conservation objectives throughout
coastal watersheds. Ecological Services' responsi-
bilities include implementing the protection and
recovery mandates of the Endangered Species Act,
assisting in the implementation of the Northwest
Forest Plan, and providing technical assistance to
Federal, State, and local conservation and restoration
efforts. Ongoing activities indude western snowy
plover recovery, restoring water quality and habitat
function in coastal watersheds, recovery of late
successional forest species, and conservation and
restoration of sensitive habitats such as estuaries,
coastal strand, and wetlands.

Carrie Phillips, our coastal Biologist for the past five
years, has moved on to a career opportunity with the
National Park Service at Cape Cod National Sea-
shore in Truro, Massachusetts. Carrie is already
missed, but we hear she is enjoying her new loca-
tion. In the interim, Paula Levin from the USFWS
Regional Office in Portland, OR will be carrying out
Ecological Services' program responsibilities and can
be contacted at the Newport office at (541) 867-4550.
Paula will be assisted as of July 1, 2001 by Liz
Kelly from the Oregon Fish and Wildlife office in
Portland, OR and Liz can be reached at the same
number.
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List of Awards and Scholarships

Curtis & Isabella Holt Marine Education Fund for
2001
Panida Pongviratchai ($5,000) "Effects of additives
in surimi seafood gels"
Rondi Robison ($5,000) "Marine conservation assess-
ment"

Walter G. Jones Memorial Scholarship for 2001
Somjintana Tungkawachara ($1,500)
"Characterization of biochemical and sensory at-
tributes of fish sauce"

Mamie Markham Research Awards for 2001
Matt Bracken ($7,450) "Variation in mussel nitrogen
excretion"
Myeong Rak Choi ($9,000) "High quality fish gels"
Blaine Griffen ($6,952) "Feeding rates of mud
shrimp"
Jaime Gomez-Gutierrez ($10,000) "Euphausiid eggs"
Jacek Jaczynski ($10,000) "Models for lipid oxida-
tion"
Todd Miller ($9,274) "Stable isotope research in
upwelling"
Umur Onal ($8,500) "Artificial microparticulate
diets"

Malinda Sutor ($8,100) "Vertical distributions of
phytoplankton"
Sena Wheeler ($9,800) "Omega-3 fatty acid profile of
albacore"

Lylian Brucefield Reynolds Scholarship for 2001
Umur Onal ($2,000) "Artificial microparticulate
diets"

Anja Robinson Fellowship for 2001
Ford Evans ($1,000) "Effects of nursery environment
on oyster performance"

Wiancko Awards for 2000-2001
Vicki Osis ($10,000) Summer interns

Bill Wick Marine Fisheries Awards for 2001
Somjintana Tungkawachara ($6,000) "Characteriza
tion of biochemical and sensory attributes of fish
sauce"
Kurt Karageorge ($6,000) "Analysis of annual ge-
netic variation in local rockfish populations"
Ted Hart ($6,000) "Marine reserves as tool for re-
building depleted fishing stock"
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Guin Library
Janet Webster, Librarian

As part of Oregon State University's Information
Services, the Guin Library houses a strong collection
of marine-related information. The GuM Library
staff provides excellent service to researchers, staff
and students located at HMSC as well as those in
Astoria at the Seafoods Lab and people on the main
campus in Corvallis. Electronic resources continue
to shape much of the discussion of library services
and collections. We are shifting parts of our collec-
tions to electronic format; this saves space, binding
expense, and increases access to the collection.
Faculty and students are using JSTOR, an online
archive of key journals in the sciences, from their
offices as well as the library. New options for
requesting material and improved digital delivery
enhance our users' timely access to material we do
not have on-site.

Still, the print collection remains the heart of the
library. We continue to purchase books covering all
aspects of marine science and look for opportunities
to deepen our retrospective collection. For instance,
we have added back issues of Pacific Fisherman, a
classic trade journal for the industry. Researchers,
faculty and students at the HMSC as well as others
throughout the world use our strong collection.
Recently, we added a series of reports produced by
the Fisheries Centre at the University of British
Columbia. As no other library had these catalogued
and available to borrow, we have been sending them
all over the country on loan. The staff of the Guin
Library remains committed to maintaining a useful
and deep collection, and to providing the best
service possible to our users.

Janet Webster, the Head Librarian, is the president-
elect of the Oregon Library Association. Her current
research focuses on the utility of web-based library
instruction for undergraduates (http: / /
osulibrary.orst.edu /instruction /classign/
fw240.htm),.and delivering targeted information to
the seafood technology industry (http: / /
osulibrary.orst.edu/guin/seawastebib/). She is
working with Larry Schmitt, a graduate student in
library science at Emporia State University, on the
information needs of the seafood industry. Ms.
Webster presented a poster at the IAMSLIC annual

conference and the Oregon Library Association
annual conference on the collection assessment
project at OSU. This assessment revealed the
strengths and weaknesses of our collections. Susan
Gilmont, the Library Technician DI, has plunged into
the world of distance education finishing two
courses towards her bachelor's degree.
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Statistics

Student Enrollment
Fall Class 1999 2000
FW 407/507 Seminar 11 11
FW 431/531 Dynamics of Marine Biological

Resources NA 19
FW 465/565 Marine Fisheries 13 NA
FW 494/594 Diseases & Parasites of Marine

Fish & Invertebrates 7 8
FW 497/597 Aquaculture 10 9
FW 498/598 Aquaculture Lab 6 8

Spring 2000 2001
Bi 450/451 Marine Biology 19 19

Summer 2000 2001
BOT 499 /599 Marine Phycology 8 NA
FW 408/508 Project GLOBE 18 23
FW 508 Water Quality of NW Streams 20 NA
FW 508 Salmonid Disease Workshop 18 NA
FW 508 Rocky Intertidal NA 8
FW 599 Biology of Fishes NA 4**
FW 599 Marine Mammals 8 NA
FW 599 Coastal Processes/Coastal Biology 19 NA
HSTS 515 Evolution and Modern Biology 10 NA
HSTA 499/599 Integrating Science History NA 11
OC 599 Biological Oceanography NA 11

**Registration not complete at time of report

Public Wing Visitors
Since opening, June 1965*= 9,663,606
June 1, 2000 through May 31, 2001 = 138,067
Number of students in scheduled school group visits = 11,715
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HMSC Visitor Center Volunteers
2000-2001 Volunteers

Frank Aicher
Laura Anderson
Bonnie Balm
Marlene Bellman
Bob Bickford
Peggy Bickford
Katy Biondo
James Bones
Gerald Boyd
Joyce Browning
Nathan Brunner
Loie Bunse
Philip Carbone
Gert Carey
Jane Can

Caylor
Ray ark
Barbara Copfer
Matteo Costamagna
David Culbertson
Beryl Czuleger
Tom Czuleger
Irene DeLauney
Stuart Didtel
Charlotte Dinolt
Kathleen Dobson
Pat Duggan
Amy Eckstein
Carl Ehrman
Mildred Ehrman
Gerald Engleman
Doyle Falwell
Elaine Falwell
Theresa Farrell
Helen Frank
Fonte Gassner
Shirley George
Ferol (Dee) Hadden
Teresa Hartsell
Sara Hodges
Melinda Hoffman
Kathleen Holt
Joel Hungerford
Ralph Irvin
Sonia Irvin
Paula Jones
Thomas Kaminski
Clyde Kellay
Donald Kennedy
Margaret Kennedy
Tom Knight
Natalie Krabbe
Nancy Kromer-Miller
Patricia Lewis

Frank Lush
Leslie Lythgoe
Barbara Mate
Patricia McCann
Curt McCann
Patricia McChesney
Donna McCoy
Ed McCoy
Walt McNeal
Patricia Modde
Maxine Moodie
Terry Morse
Sue Nevar
Kenneth Nevar
Roger Nichols
Brian O'Quin
Ed Osterman
Jack Owens
Mary Emma Parks
Kennith Parks
Bonnie Pazdalski
Walt Pazdalski
Isabella Potter
Dolores Reed
Donna Reynolds
Suzanne Roberts
Howard Rubin
Phillip Ruzek
Talia Sanfilippo
Dyann Schierholtz
Mell Schierholtz
Gerti Schramm
Denise Schrock
Patricia Shelton
Elfrieda Sinclair
Tina Smith
Julia Stalcup
Chet Stark
Edwin Swartz
Christine Tomsik
Larry Tyler
Wendi Van Tine
Van Vanderbeck
Mary Voelkel
Joe Voelkel
Mike Walters
Pamela Webster
Helen Wellman
Jane Whipple
Jack Whipple
Sue Wilson
Jack Woods
Rosalyn Woods
Judith Wright
Trish Young
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Donor Honor Roll
June 2000-June 2001

Penny Applegate*
Bonnie Avery**
Melissa Beal
Joe Blanton*
Richard Bohn
John and Kathryn Bowne
Gerry Boyer*
Gretchen Brooks*
Bobb and Dorothy Brown*
A. C. Burlingham
Richard and Carol Burton*
Marybel Butler*
Companion Pet Clinic*
Susan Crawford*
Dalseg Investments Ltd.*
Wallace and Patricia Dinsmore
Charles and Elizabeth Dougherty*
Barry and Carol Fisher
Carol Franldin*
Gersham Goldstein*
Dennis and Candace Green ley*
Thomas and Jeanne Griffith*
Roy and Honore Hacanson*
Steven and Ten-i Harper*
Willard Harris*
Frank and Becky Hatcher*
P. Sydney Herbert*
Warren and Janet Hopson
John and Sue Irving*
Ernest and Zelma Jose
Henry Kensicki*
William and Gretchen Kimball*
Bruce and Mary Koike**
Larry and Ie lean Krouse*
Gordon & Michaela Kruse**
Evmorfilli Kyridis*
Janet Leonard
Todd Lighthizer
Cecil and Martha MacGregor
Alice Mai lloux*
Frank and Carol Mason
James and Judy McKim III*
Norma McMillin
Myra Miller-Smith*

Arthur and Tammy Mills*
Stephanie Moyer*
Alfred and Susan Mukatis*
Steve Neff*
Milton and Shirley Nelson*
Richard and Valerie Nichols
Alan and Wendy Niem**
Noakes and Associates, Inc.*
Allison Northcutt*
Margaret Norton*
David Oas
Oregon Coast Aquarium**
Jay Owens*
Arthur and Jane Partridge
Donna Payne*
Peterson Pack Systems, Inc.
Jeanette Phillips
Wayne Phillips*
Jack and Jody Pfeifer*
Louis and Sheila Quick*
Maynard Raasch*
Arninne Rautio**
Paul and Mary Roberts**
Sumner and Adele Rodriguez*
Hal Ross**
Margaret Roth*
Eldeen and Shirley Schamp*
David and Nancy Scharff*
Walter Schilbe*
Karen Schilling*
Carl Schmitt*
Meg Schmitt Smith*
John Howard Scott*
Peg Scott*
Sea Lion Caves, Inc.*
Donna Silver*
Calvin and Marilyn Smith*
Lynn and Susan Spruill*
Loran Stewart*
Ann Swanson*
Robert and Cle lla Thomas
Cynthia Trowbridge**
Marie Vandewater*
Verizon Foundation*
Lavern Weber

Stephen and Janet Webster**
Norbert and Ann Wellman*
Thomas and Clara Wildish*
Lesghinka Wilson*
Harriet Winton
Rogers Wissman*
Raymond and Eleanor Witter*
Jo Ann Yeager
James Young*

* Marine Mammal Endowment
* *Gain Library Endowment
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Publications
Chapman, John W.

Castillo, G. C., H. Li, J. W. Chapman and T. W. Miller.
2000. Predation on native and nonindigenous amphi-
pod crustaceans by a native estuarine-dependent fish,
pp. 177-185, In J. Pederson (eds.) Marine Bioinvasions:
Proceedings of a Conference, January 24-27, 1999.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sea Grant
College Program, Cambridge, MA

Chapman, J. W. 2000a. Chapter 9C4. Focal Taxonomic
Collections: Peracaridan Crustaceans, pp. 9C4 1-50, In
A. H. Hines and G. M. Ruiz (eds.) Biological Invasions
of Cold-water Coastal Ecosystems: Ballast-Mediated
Introductions in Port Valdez/Prince William Sound,
Alaska Smithsonian Environmental Research Center,
Edgewater, MD

Chapman, J. W. 2000b. Climate effects on nonindigenous
peracaridan crustacean introductions in estuaries, pp.
66-80, In J. Pederson (eds.) Marine Bioinvasions:
Proceedings of a Conference, January 24-27, 1999.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sea Grant
College Program, Cambridge, MA

Chapman, J. W. 2001c. Risks of aquarium pet trade
invertebrates invading Oregon waters, Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife Report, 38 pp.

Lee II, H. and J. W. Chapman. 2001. A landscape in
transition: effects of invasive species on ecosystems,
human health, and EPA goals, Regional/ORD
Nonindigenous Species Workshops, 2, U.S. EPA
Coastal Ecology Branch, Newport, OR, 49 pp.

Miller, T. W. and J. W. Chapman 2000b. Live Seafood: A
Recipe for Biological and Regulatory Concern?, pp. 1-
12, In B. Paust (eds.) Marketing and shipping live
aquatic products, University of Alaska Sea Grant,
Fairbanks, AK-SG-01-03, Seattle, Washington

Mills, C. E., A. N. Cohen, H. K. Berry, M. J. Wonham, B.
Bingham, B. Bookheim, J. T. Carlton, J. W. Chapman, J.
Cordell, L H. Harris, T. Klinger, A. J. Kohn, C. Lam-
bert, G. Lambert, K. Li, D. L. Secord and J. Toft. 2000.
The 1998 Puget Sound Expedition: A shallow-water
rapid assessment survey for noninidigenous species,
with comparisons to San Francisco Bay, pp. 130-138, In
J. Pederson (eds.) Marine Bioinvasions: Proceedings of
a Conference, January 24-27, 1999. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Sea Grant College Program,
Cambridge, MA

Pederson, J., R. Bullock, D. Calder, J. Carlton, J. Chapman,
A. Cohen, H. Dean, P. Dyrynda, L. Harris, G. Lambert,
A. Mathieson, S. Tyler and J. Winston. 2001. Rapid
assessment survey of nonindigenous species in coastal
Massachusetts, p. 112, In M. Barrett-O'Leary (eds.)
International Conference on Marine Bioinvasions
Abstracts Louisiana Sea Grant College Program, New
Orleans, LA

Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment Station (Newport)

Anderson, L. and G. Sylvia. 2001. Oregon Coast Tourism
Monitoring System: Cooperative Research Venture
for Sustainable Development and Management.
Prepared for Oregon Sea Grant. Corvallis, Oregon.
75 pp.

Banks, M.A., V.K. Rashbrook, M.J. Calavetta, C.A. Dean,
and D. Hedgecock. 2000. Analysis of microsatellite
DNA resolves genetic structure and diversity of chinook
salmon in California's Central Valley. Canadian Journal
of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 57: 915-927.

Banks, M.A. and W. Eichert. 2000. WHICHRUN (version
3.2) a computer program for population assignment
of individuals based on multilocus genotype data.
Journal of Heredity 91: 87-89.

Berkeley, S.A. 2000. Pilot project to determine the feasibil-
ity of using a survey of pelagic juveniles to estimate
sablefish year class strength. Final Report to NMFS-
NWFSC. NA87FE0406. 19p.

Berkeley, S.A. and G.C. Castillo. 2000. Pre-recruit studies:
sablefish reproduction and year-class strength. Final
Report to NMFS-NWFSC. NA97FE0396. 43p.

Bruslind, L. and P.W. Reno. 2000. Virulence comparison
of three buhl subtype isolates of infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus in brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) fry.
J. Aquatic Animal Health, 111: 165-180.

Einum, S. and I.A. Fleming. 2001. Implications of
stocking: ecological interactions between wild and
released salmonids. Nordic Journal of Freshwater
Research 75: 56-70.

Einum, S. and I.A. Fleming. 2000. Highly fecund mothers
sacrifice offspring survival to maximize fitness.
Nature 405: 565-567.

Evans, F. and C.J. Langdon. 2000. Co-culture of dulse
Palmaria mollis and red abalone Haliotis rufescens
under limited flow conditions. Aquaculture, 185: 137-
158.

Fleming, I.A. and E. Petersson. 2001. The ability of
released, hatchery salmonids to breed and contribute
to the natural productivity of wild populations.
Nordic Journal of Freshwater Research 75: 71-98.

Fleming, I.A., K. Hindar, I.B. Mjolnerod, B. Jonsson, T.
Balstad, and A. Lamberg. 2000. Lifetime success and
interactions of farm salmon invading a native
population. Proceedings of the Royal Society, London
B 267: 1517-152.

Fleming, I.A. and S. Einum. 2000. The implications of
maternal decisions for offspring growth and survival,
pp. 63-66. In Letcher, B. and MacKinlay, D. (eds.)
Consequences of Salmonid Growth Variability.
Proceedings of the International Congress on the
Biology of Fish, University of Aberdeen, Scotland,
July 23-27, 2000. American Fisheries Society. (ISBN 1-
894337-16-6).
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Fleming, I.A. (ed.) 2001. Proceedings of the Workshop on
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OSU Programs at Hatfield Marine Science Center

Research Administration $ Amount Unit Sub-Total Total

Administration 369,874
Visitor Center Support 124,939
Non-Sponsored Research 30,311
Non-Sponsored Education 67,723
Sponsored Education 44,467
Sponsored Research-Chadwick 70,054
Sponsored Research-Chapman 10,837
Sponsored Research-Hansen 71,452
Sponsored Research-Larison 2,534
Sponsored Research-Other 591,370

Total Research Administration $1,383,562

Physical_Plant
State Support 354,089
Federal Support 286,029

Total Physical Plant $640,118

Cooperative Institute for Marine Resources Studies (CIMRS)
Administration 94,832
Sponsored Research 1,616,572
Sponsored Research-Reimers 9,989
Sponsored Research-GLOBEC 13,792
Sponsored Research-Chadwick 18,162

Total CIMRS $1,753,347

College of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sciences
Ship Support/Operations 2,228,920
Ship Support/Training 4,512
Ship Scientific Equipment

Total Ship Operations $2,261,816

Education Programs
Extension 352,145
Sea Grant 334,218
Visitor Center (self-funded) 92,825
Sponsored Programs 78
Self-Funded Programs 65,324

Total Education Programs $844,590

Housing
Self-Funded Operations 96,161 $96,161
Bookshop
Self-Funded Operations 159,748 $159,748
Other
Guin Library 280,398
OSU Foundation 90,246
Network Service 35,841
Federal Agencies (through OSU) 36,882

Total Other $443,367

Total Hatfield Marine Science Center $7,582,709
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Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment Station
Astoria
Research Type Amount Unit Sub-Total Total

Seafood Laboratory Administration 179,199
Experiment Station Non-Sponsored Research 175,839
Cost Shared to Sponsored Research 133,061
Self-Funded Research/Education 57,361
Extension 15,774
Sponsored Research 190.127

Total Astoria $751,361

Newport
Marine Branch Station - Admin 290,983
Cost Share to Match Federal Funds 51,347 $342,330

Marine Mammal Research - Mate
Marine Mammal Endowment 323,947
Sponsored Research 315,504
Non-Sponsored Research 27,307
Extension 40.310

Total Marine Mammal Research $707,068

Marketing - Sylvia
Sponsored Research 3,412
Non-Sponsored Research 185.481

Total Marketing $188,893

Management & Policy - Hanna
Sponsored Research 50.462 $50,462

Fish Disease - Reno
Sponsored Research 9,312
Non-Sponsored Research 132.973

Total Fish Disease $142,285

Fishing Analysis
P.I. - Sampson
Sponsored Research 98,469
Non-Sponsored Research 34,104 $132,573
P.I. - Berkeley
Sponsored Research 65,444
Non-Sponsored Research 10.202 $75,646

Total Fishing Analysis $208,219

Aquaculture
- Langdon

Sponsored Research 234,642
Non-Sponsored Research 75,963 $310,605
P.I. - Robinson
Sponsored Research 8,103
Non-Sponsored Research 5.786 13.889

Total Aquaculture $324,494

BUDGET CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Salmon Ecology
P.1. - Fleming
Non-Sponsored Research
P.I. - Banks
Non-Sponsored Research

Total Salmon Ecology

Total Newport

Total Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment Station $3,009,606

Cooperating Agencies at Hatfield Marine Science Center

$121,639 $121,639

$172,835 $172,835
$294,494

$2,258,245

$ Amount Total % of Total

Environmental Protection Agency
Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife
Vents Program - Federal
Nat'l Marine Fisheries Service - NWFSC
Nat'l Marine Fisheries Service - AFSC
US Fish & Wildlife Service

3,280,000
4,420,000
2,100,000
6,100,000

900,000
2,244,000

17%
23%
11%
32%
5%

12°/0

Total Cooperating Agencies $19,044,000 100%

Funding Sources
Direct State Funding
HMSC 955,192
COMES 1,661,084
CIMRS 40,354
Extension 510,525

Total Direct State Funding $3,167,155 11%

Other State Funding
Matching Funds (Endowments) 158,995
Guin Library 280,398

Total Other State Funding 439,393 1%

Sponsored Research
Nat'l Oceanic & Atmospheric Admin (NOAA) 2,886,352
Nat'l Science Foundation (NSF) 1,684,439
US Dept of Agriculture (USDA) 222,824
Office of Naval Research (ONR) 564,423
Oregon Dept of Fish & Wildlife (ODFW) 122,394
Oregon Dept of Education (ODE) 5,031
Extension Service/Extension Sea Grant 425,381
Donations & Private Business 559,430
Sub-Contracts from Other Universities 100,017

Total Sponsored Research $6,570,291 22%

Other Funding
Self-Funding Units 415,476
Cooperating Agencies 19.044.000

Total Other Funding 19,459,476 66%

Total Funding $29,636,315 100%
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